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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LESSON N9 77 
by George Crampton Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
The Graces of Singing 
Flexibility- Runs and Arpeggios 
In earlier lessons you have practiced exercises on slow scale passa-
ges and simple arpeggios chiefly for the object of blending the reso-
nances . _ We will now study Runs or rapid scale passages and rapid Ar-
peggios to develop Flexibility. From a musical standpoint,the proper 
execution of Runs and rapid Arpeggios depends greatlyoncorrect and 
careful accentuation of such passages, not only in singing but al so in 
preparation~ 
A mental. .conception and grasp of the proper accent and rhythm 
. is absolutely necessary before you can sing Runs or Arpeggios with 
any degree of certainty. Always make th.e mentalconceptionandstudy 
of rapid passages your invariable preparationbefore you attempt to 
practice singing such passages. It is astonishing how moderately easy 
the execution of Runs and Arpeggios becomes, if you have a clear con-
ception of the proper accent and rhythm. If you fir st take care of 
the accents, the notes of the Runs will almost take care of themselves. 
perfect tone in such passages is always evident. Thus, "oh" will 
become "or?' "or" become "ah'; and "ah" become "ae~ unless you 
guard .against this "opening" tendency of the tone by.carefully round- . 
ing the vowels, and by thinking. to do this before you sing; It is an 
accepted vocal fact that Runs sung en a succession ·ofwords,areeasier_ 
to sing correctly than Runs on a single vowel s~nd, because the 
variation. of voweL sounds in the words protects the resonance, or 
aLleast hides any vocul deficiencies which the single vowel sound 
(unless it is pure and well rounded) will reveal and even exaggerate . 
Take proper care of the vowels and the tone will take care of itself. 
Briefly, the two essentials for the cultivation of Flexibility in all rapid 
passages are (1) A proper conception and observance of the correct 
accents, (2) Pure and well rounded vowels. 
Exercise N<? 1 contains Runs based on the dhitonic major scale. 
These Runs are sung on the round sound of the vowel "ah" and also 
on the bright syllables. 
I 
In order to assi st you in your preparati-on of the proper accentua-
tion, the correct accents of the exercises in this lesson are not only 
indicated by the usual accent marks, but also by the enlargement : __ of 
theaccenteJLnotes, . enabling you · to see at a glance the proper notes 
to accent. 
From a vocaL standpoint, the. correct . execution of Runs and Ar-
peggios depends greatly on the care you take to avoid "singing open;' 
or "open tones;' especially on ascending passages, which we studied in 
Lesson N9 44. "Open tones" or "singing open" really means singing 
with imperfect resonance. In rapid' passages even more than.in slow. 
passages you must protect and preserve the resonance by rounding 
the tJowels . . The avoidance of "open tones" in singing ascending pas-
sages containing a number of tones of varying pitch sung at a rapid 
tempo, demands the careful attention of even the greatest singers, for 
the tendency of the tone to "open" and therefore degenerate into im-
Ex.N<? 1 
fleD A~ A A--.V A~ A ~ 
First.prepare your practice by carefully studying the accents. 
You will notice that the large notes (considered as a melody) move 
in regular intervals. This melody constitutes the melodic figure a-
round which the other notes are arranged. When you have a clear 
conception of the tune or movement of the large accent notes, then 
begin to practice the exercise as a whole. 
.Practice_ slowly at first, even if you are compelled. to break the 
phrases. A small breath mark is indicated for this purpose. When 
you know the exercise .from memory_. and can sing every . tone cor- -
rectlzl,-then.increase the speed gradually at each practice. Observe 
that .the groups of notes are enclosed by legato marks and must be 
sung. legato. The second Run, N9 @, is a little more difficult to 
sing than G), .because the melodic figure is based on the consecu-
tive tones of the plain major scale. 
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Practice also in the keys o.f .f)b d! .f) 
(over) 
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Exercise Nl? 2 consists of rapid Arpeggios in. the major key. It commences with a slow Arp&ggio, CD, in order to give you a clear con_ 
ception of the intervals. ® is the same Arpeggio extended and sung at nearly double the speed of CD. (See note). ® is the Arpeggio still fur-
ther extended and is to be sung even faster than ®. Each part of this exercise. should be practiced slowly at first and the speed should not be 
increased until the tones can be sung correctly. · · 
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Exercise NC? 3 consists of rapid Arpeggios in the minor key, _and is designed on precisely the same plan as Exercise Nt? 2. It should 
bepreparedandpracticed. in exactly the same manner. Additional care must be given in this exercise (as in all exercises written in the minor 
keys) to the correct intonation of the intervals, especially on the descending Arpeggios. The passages which will demand your best attention 
are indicated by an asterisk. You must take every care to sing them in tWJUJ by practicing the intervals separately. 
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NO'!' E: '1'/~e most certain way to regulate tke speed of tkese exercises is by tke aid of a Metronome. 'l'kus tke first part of tkese exercises skoutd 
.be. sung witk tke slider_at 60, tke second part at 100 and tke third part at 120. 'l'ke aid of a Metronome is i'll!Valuable to a singer in intermediate and . 
a!koance d studies.Jt.kelps you, (1) to sing in strict time,(2) to gain a proper conception of rkytkm, (3)to regulate and sing your exercises and songs at their 
prope.r speed. 
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The Graces of Singing 
Flexibility- Runs and Arpeggios 
In_earli'er lessons_ you_have practiced exercises. on slow_scale passa-
ges andsimple .arpeggios.chiefly for the object of blending the reso-
nances. We will now.study Runs or rapid scale passages .and.rapid.Ar-
peggios to develop Flexibility . . From a.musicaLstandpoint,:the proper 
execution of Runs and rapid Arpeggios depends greatlyoncorrecLand 
careful' accentuation of such passages, not only in singing but also _ in 
preparation~ 
A mental . . conception.and grasp of the proper accent and rhythm 
is absolutely necessary before you can sing Runs or Arpeggios with 
any degree of certainty. Always make .the mental_ conception and!'tudy 
of rapid passages your invariable preparatiolibefore you attempt to 
practice_singing, such passages. It is astonishing how moderately easy 
the execution of Runs and Arpeggios becomes, if you have a clear con-
ception of the prope_r accent and rhythm. If you first take care of 
the accent~, .the notes of the Ru~s will almost take care of themselves. 
In order to assist you in your preparation of the proper accentua-
tion, the correct accents of the exercises in this lesson are not only 
indicated by the usual accent marks, but also by theenlargBment : of 
tke_accBntefl_note.s, . en~bling you to see at a glance the proper notes 
to accent. 
From a vpcal.standpoint, .the.correct execution of-Runs and Ar-
peggios depends greatly on the care you take to avoid "singing open;• 
or "open tones;' especially on ascending passages, which we studied in 
Lesson N<? 44. "Open tones" or "sipging open" really means singing 
with imperfect resonance. In rapid: passages even more than in slo= 
passages you-must protect and preserve the resonance. by rounding · 
the vowels. The avoidance of "open tones" in singing-ascending pas-
sages containing_a number of tones of varying pitch sung at a rapid 
tempo, demands the careful attention of even the greatest singers, for 
the tendency of the tone to "open" and therefore .degenerate into im-
Ex.N<.>w 
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perfect tone in such passages is always evident . Thus, "oh" will -
become "or," "or" become "ah'; and "ah" become "ae~ unless you 
guard _against this "opening" tendency of the tone by car_efully round-
ing the vowels, and by thinking. to do this before you.sing; It is an · 
.accepted vocal fact that Runs sung on a successioll of words, are~ 
to sing correctly than Runs on a single voweLso~nd, because the 
V().riation_of' vowel .sounds.in the words protects the.resonance, or 
.at least. hides any votaLdeficiencies which the single.vowel s.ound 
.(unless it is pure and well rounded) will reveal and even exaggerate. 
Take proper care of the vowels and the tone will take care of itself. 
Briefly, th~ _two essentials. for the cultivation of Flexibility in all rapid 
passages {ire (1) A proper. conception and observance of the correct 
accents, (2) Pure and . well rounded vowels. 
Exercise_N<? 1 contains Runs based on the dia-tonic major scale. . 
'rhese Runs are .sung on the round sound of the vowel"ah'' and also 
on the. brighLsy llables. 
Fir stprepare your practice by carefully studying the accents . 
You will . notice that the large notes (considered as a melody) .move 
in regular intervals. This melody constitutes the melodic figure a-
round whrch.the other. notes are arranged. When you have a clear 
conception of the tune or movement of the large accent notes, _ then 
begin . to practice .the exercise as a whole. 
Practice slowly at first, even if you are compelled to break the 
phrases . . A small breathmark is indicated for this purpose. When 
you know the_ exercise from memory. and can sing every tone . cor- -
rectly., then.increase the. speed gradually at each practice. Observe 
thatthe groups of.notes_are 'enclosed by legato marks and must be 
sung legato. The sec.ond Run, N'? @, is a little more difficult to 
sing than G), .because the melodic.fig:ure is base.d . on the consecu-
tive tones of the plain major scale . 
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Singing Lesson N? 77 
Cont:ralto, Baritone or Bass 
Exercise NQ 2 consists of rapid Arpeggios in the majqr key. It commences with a slow Arpeggio, CD, in order to g ive you a clear con-·' · 
ception of the intervals. G is the same Arpeggio extended a nd sung at nearly double the spee d of Q). (See note) . ® is the Arpeggio st ill 
further extended and is to be sung even fas ter than ® . Each par t of this exercise should be practiced slowly at first and the speed shotild 
not be increased until the tones. can be sung correctly. 
Ex .N<? 2 
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Exercise NQ 3 consists of rapid Ar peggios in. the minor key .and is designed on precisely the same plan as Exercise N'? 2. It shoul d be 
p rep ared:.and practiced in the same manner. Additional care must be given in this exercise (as in all exercises written in the minor keys) to 
the correct intonation . of the intervals, especially on the descending Arpeggios . The passages which will demand your best attention are indi-
cated by an aster isk. You must take every care to sing them in tune by practicing the intervals separately. 
Ex No 3 S l ly A little faster ow ®~-------Q)A~ A v A - A- :::--f)_ * A :::::---.. A * A ~ li""'T""T I 
-
.. . p~~~ ~-~ :;t p~t):_./ ~- t.:__../ "------. ·-- "-=--4 :;t Ah _ , Ah 
-, 
~ Lo nay r ah , 
Lo ___ nay __ rah _ _ mo __ rah ___ to __ ray, 
4!- ~ -~ ... 9- -~ 4- • 
11' 11' 
t o var ________ _ 
N02'E: '17te most certa:in wa,y to regulate tlte speed of tltese exercises ·is l; y the aid of a Metronome . Thus, ~/te.first part of th~se exf!_rci.ses shout_d be . 
sung witk tlte slider at 60, the second part at 100 and the tltird part at 120 . The aid of a Metronome ~s ~n·valuable to a s·mger_ ~n ~ntermedw~e 
and advanced studies . It helps you, (1) to sing in strict time, (2) to gain a proper conception of rltytkm, (3) to regulate and s~ng your exerc~ses 
and songs at their proper speed. 
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LESSON 78 by George Crampton 
The Graces of Singing 
Flexibility 
Runs 
Every ambitious singer aspires to .. sing. the Arias from such ora-
torios as 11 The Messiah;' 11_The Creation" and other master works of 
the great composers; for, apart from the_ splendid vocaL.effects of 
oratorio songs, they are 'Very attractive to singers .because of the 
vigorous exercise involved in the execution of the Runs which are 
so frequently encountered .in oratorios. · 
If we are physically healthy we enjoy vigorous exercise. We are 
not always content to . walk slowly. We enjoy walking quickly or mn-
ning. , 
In singing, if your singing is healthy, that is to say, if your 
voice production is correct and easy, you wilL enjoy the vigorous ex-
ercise of practicing Runs. You cannot. run well until you have first 
learned to walk properly, but as you have learned to walk steadily vo-_ 
catty by your study and practice_of the principles and essentials of 
voice production, you are now proficient enough to practice 1'U'Iming 
and lluns. 
We can draw three useful comparisons between the physical 
exercise of running,and singing runs. (1) You must not attempt to 
run too fast at first; practice slowly. (2) You must set a steady pace 
by practicing in strict time with proper observance of the rhythmical 
accents. (3) You must . never forget that good running depends on 
proper breathing and proper use of the .muscles, as in walking. So, in 
practicing Runs you must always take care to breathe properly and to 
use your voice as correctly and carefully' as in slow exercises. 
Every singer who ):las attained your present proficiency in voice 
culture should make a daily habit of practicing Runs, not merely the 
same Runs each day, but different Runs in various forms spread over 
a week's practice. 
The six exercises given below, selected from the works of fa-
mous vocal teachers, are arranged for this special purpose. Make 
at least two exercises part of your daily practice. You can choose 
Nos. 1 & 3, 2 & 5, 4& 6 for the first three days, and Nos. 2 & 4, 
1 & 5' 3 & 6 for the last three days of the week' and thus practice 
the entire_six...exercisesJhoroughly each week. Do not choose the 
Bather softly but.,-v::_:t~g.::.o~r:..m::.~ts:.:lf:t..Y---------=:::::::::--. 
p 
easier numbersandneglect the difficult numbers. It is impossible 
to point out definitely which of the exercises will be easy · or dif-
ficult to you. Exercises which may be difficult for you to execute 
correctly until you have practiced them persistently, may be easy 
to another singer after moderate practice. On the other hand, those 
which .are easy to you may be difficult to others. 
Flexibility is probably the one essential of singing which de-
pends chiefly on steady, persistent and regular practice.and·. a 
repetition of exercises. But you must never regard its practice 
as merely mechanical or monotonous, for the:-e is the mental con-
cept of Flexibility as well as of other essentials of singing, which 
we have previously studied. This consists fn (I); The preparation for 
tone production by thinking of the pitch and by proper breathing. 
This is the mental conception of tone (See Lesson N? 69)." . 
(2) The preparation of the melodic structure and rhythmical accent 
in rapid passages(See Lesson Nl? 77 ). 
The practice of each of the following exercises should be pre-
ceded and prepared by the mental concept if you would achieve rapid 
success. Observe the same method of practice as directed in your 
last lesson, viz., .proper rhythmical accentuation, avoidance of 
u open tones" and careful attention to breathing. 
The melodic or scale structure is not especially indicated as in . 
your previous lesson, but you will have no difficulty in distinguishing 
it after a little preparatory study. · 
Practice vigorously and regularly, ma~ing your ideals: correct-
ness of intonation, smoothness and roundness of ' tone, rather than 
mere rapidity, force or loudness. Remember it is impossible to culti-
vate Flexibility unless you practice thoughtfully, with every regard for 
breathing, quality of tone and proper accentuation. The vocal instru-
ment will refuse to execute runs, . if you neglect or disregarditsprin-
ciples, either of breathing, placing or resonance. 
It would be a good thing to review the lessons on these subjects; 
in fact, frequent review is absolutely essential in learning to sing. 
17'-. 
SPECIAL .NO'!' I!l:- In practicing the above exercises Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor voices should commence in the original key, c, and trans-
pose anrl practice.upward· thus, C, pb,J) & I!Jb. . , ~ontralto, Bantone ot Bass vatces should commence tn C and transpose and practwe downward; thus, c, Bq,Bb,A, Ab. 
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A COURSE OF _ SINGING LESSONS 
by Georg·e Crampton 
LESSON NQ 79 
T!ti:; lesson and Lesson N9 80 
are to be studied togetlter. 
The Graces of Singing 
Flexibility 
Soprano,~ezzo-Soprano 
or Tenor 
AGILITY AND ELEMENTARY TONE COLOR 
Your previous practice of Agility. or Flexibility. of the Larynx has 
been exercised on vowel .sounds . We will continue our studieswiththe 
practice of Agility on words. In order to make your studyandpractice 
interesting, helpful and practical,seven runs from the great Oratorios 
have. been_ selected and arranged as _exercises. (See Lesson N<? 80). 
These_selected. runs will serve not only as studies of agility, but 
also .as preparatory studiesfor oratorio singing. 
FLEXIBILTY OF THE RESONATOR, OR ELEMENTARY TONE COLOR 
When runs or rapid passages are sung on words or sentences, 
their pr~per execution demands not only Flexibility of the Larynx1 or 
Agility, but also Flexibility of the .Resonator, which, we learned in 
Lesson N9 72, is the flexibility and elasticity of the resonance cavities, 
and their ability and readiness to adapt themselves to the constant vari-
ation in the pitch of the fundamental tone, in order to mould and pre-
serve the proper resonance . for each tone. 
Spec·ial note: In this lesson and in all future lessons .Flexibilityqftlw 
Resonator is referred to as Elementary Tone Color in order to a-
·void any con.f?tsion with. Flexibility o.f the Larynx, or Agility. 
Although runs sung on words or sentences are vocalized on vowel 
sounds, their correct execution and effect requiresmuch greater consid-
eration in the matter.of tone moulding or elementarlf tone color .than 
the execution of runs on simple vowels intended for the practice of 
Ag'ility. Runs sung on words are intended to express the especial 
meaning of the words. In the classical oratorios, operas . and songs, 
runs are intended as a .form o.f expression. and not as mere ornaments. 
Observe, for instance, the widely different meanings of the word 
"glory" as it occurs in Exercises Nos. 1 & 2. How ab surd it would 
be to sing the word in these two exerci ses with the same color of 
tone and with the same expression . 
The seven runs will afford you an excellent opportunityfortheprac-
tice of elementary tone color, because the words on each run have 
not only variety in vowel sounds but also in meaning. Apart from 
the. words , the expre13sioit.and elementary tone color, the notes of these 
runs will demand your careful attention and study, because they differ 
in mus_ical structure and in several other ways from the runs in your 
previous lessons. These several other ways are : 
-(1) In Figure or Pattern . Although they are all more or less based 
on a definite figure, the repetition of the initial figure is frequent-
ly an imitati on and not an exact copy, as regards the.intervals be-
tween_the notes. 
(2) In Rhythmical Accentuation. The rhythmical accent varies in each 
run; thus , in Nos. 1, 2, & 6, the accent is regular on the first 
note of each figure. In N<? 5, the accent is irregular. In N<? 3, 
the rhythm is syncopated (see note), the 2nd and 4th beats be-
ing accented. All these different rhythms will be studied in 
the execution of the runs following. 
(3) .In Agility. Different degrees of the Flexibility of the Larynx 
are necessary in each run; for instance, N9 2 is easier to sing 
because it is sung on a descending scale. N<? 4 is more difficult 
because it is sung on an ascending scale, and also because ofthe 
alternating dotted notes and triplets; and so on. 
(4) In Intonation. On account of the variable nature of the intervals, 
some .of the figures will demand separate study and practice. 
Six rules .for th.e correct execution o.f runs: 
(1) Study carefully the time signature , which is always placed at the 
beginning of a composition, in order to determine the proper 
rhythmicaL accents. 
(z) Analyze the runs by observing their figure or pattern and the 
scale or melodic structure on which the figure ascendsordescends 
(Lesson N9 77). 
(3) Practice the initial figure, and, after carefully noting any varia-
tions of tonality from the initial figure in the succeeding figures, 
practice these variations separately. 
(4) Avoid any exaggeratio'n :of .the regular rhythm by avoiding 
any temptation to forc e the tone on the accents,which can · only 
result.in distortion both of accent and tone. In the following les -
son and in all future_lessons in this course the principal rhyth -
mica I accents will be indicated by A, the secondary accents and 
all special accents by > j the accents in syncopated rhythm, inas-
much as . they replace the regular accents, will also be indicated 
by A. 
(5) Take care to vocalize the runs on the roundest sounds of the 
vowels possible with due regard to their pure and clear enuncia-
tion, by cmoulding the tone in _the Resonator, taking care to a-
void any mi spronunciation of the word in its entirety. Always 
commence softly and sing legato unless the exception.is specially 
indicated. 
(6) The last and not the least important rule: Always carefully 
prepare both by thought and deed, your breath control before 
you commence a run. The proper execution of run s demands 
the deepest inspiration of breath possible in the breathing space 
available, and after that, the strictest economy in expiration. You 
should release just enough breath to support the tone, which 
should always be poised and sustained by the control of the breath 
in the bellows, .despite the constant change of pitch and the num-
ber of tones. 
The following runs from the Oratorios should be practiced until 
memorized, and then re-practiced with greater freedom of execution; 
for you can sing so much easier and with much more attention to 
details if you are independent of the printed notes. The runs are 
intended . to be sung on one breath only. The metronome marks 
indicate exactly the ideal tempo, but, until you are familiar w ith 
the notes, practice slower, using the suggested breathing spaces 
indicated by '. When you have mastered the notes and can s ing 
them distinctly, then you may practice at the proper tempo and 
on one breath. Practice always in strict time. You may obtain 
more extended exerci se by transposing the runs into several other 
keys . 
NOTE: Syncl)pation is th.e· result qf an intentional shifting o.f the regular rhythmical accent .from. the regular, strong beat o.f a measure to a 
weak beat. It is o.f great importance in #nging as regards tone color and s~yle, and will be given especial attention in a later lesson . 
RUNS FROM THE ORATORIOS (Analysis and Execution) 
Ex . N<? 1 From "O THOU THAT TELLEST" (MESSIAH) Handel 
Andante ( J · =60) >- A 
This examP.le is in 6/s time, two rhythm. The figure consists of 
six notes and is subdivided into three grO\{!~s of two notes each. The 
figures are founded on intervals of thirds ~Major and Minor)., which 
ascend in consecutive notes of the diatonic scale. The wQr_d 'g-~ory " 
in this run expresses the wonder of the revalation of the Messtah:. 
the Lord 
The context reads "And the Glory of the Lord!' The vowel "o" in 
"g-lory" should be. sung as "o" in "or" and not as "o" in "on:' The run 
sliould be commenced softly, and the crescendo made gradually by 
an increase of resonance to the rrif at the ~nd. (continued in Lesso n N~So) 
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LESSON N? 79 A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton This lesson anrJ Lesson Nif 80 are to be studied togetlter 
The Graces of Singing 
Flexibility 
Oont~alto, Baritone or Bass 
AGILITY AND ELEMENTARY TQNE COLOR 
Your . previous practice of Agility or Flexibility of the Larynx has 
been exercised on vowel.sounds . We will continue our studies with the 
practice of Agility on words. In order to make your studyandpractice 
interesting, helpful and practical,seven runs from the great Oratorios 
have been selected and arranged as exercises. '(see Lesson N<? 80). 
These selected runs will se rve not only as studie8 of agility, but 
also as preparatory studies for oratorio singing. 
FLEXIBILTY OF THE RESONATOR, OR ELEMENTARY TONE COLOR 
When runs or rapid passages are sung on words or sentence!>, 
their proper execution demands not only Flexibility of the Larynx, or 
Agility, but also Flexibility of the Resonator, which, we learned in 
Lesson N<? 72, is the flexibility and elasticity of the resonance cavities, 
and their ability and readiness to adapt themselves to the constant vari-
ation in the pitch of the fundamental tone, in order to mould and pre-
serve the proper resonance for each tone. 
Special note: In this lesson and in all future lessons Flexibilit;ljqftlte 
Resonator_ is referred to as Elementary Tone Color in order to a-
void any confusion with Flexibility of tlte Larynx, or Agility. 
Although runs sung on words or sentences are vocalized on vowel 
sounds, their correct execution and effect requiresmuch greater consid-
eration in the matter of tone moulding or elementary tone color. than 
the execution of runs on simple vowels intended for · the practice of 
Agility. Runs sung on words are intended to express the especial 
meaning of the words. In the classical or1atorios, operas .. and songs, 
runs are intended as a form of expression. and not as mere ornaments. 
Observe, . for instance, the widely different meanings of the word 
"glory" as it occurs in Exercises Nos. 1 & 2 . How absurd it would 
be to sing the word in these two exercises with the same color of 
tone and with the . same expression . 
The seven runs .will afford you an excellent opportunityfortheprac-
tice of elementary tone color, because the words on each run have 
not only _variety in vowel sounds but also in meaning. Apart from 
the words~ the expression and. elementary tone color,~ the .note s of these 
runs will demand your careful attention and ~tudy, because they differ 
in musical structure and in. several other ways from the runs in your 
previous lessons . These several other ways are: 
(1) In Figure or Pattern. Although they are all more or less based 
on a definite figure, the repetition of the initial figure is frequent-
ly an imitation and not an exact copy, as regards the intervals be -
tween the. notes. 
(2) In Rhythmical Accentuation. The rhythmical accent varies in each 
run; thus, in Nos. 1, 2, & 6, the accent is regular on the first 
· note of each figure. In N<? 5, the accent is irregular. In N9 3, 
the rhythm is syncopated (see note), the 2nd and 4th beats be-
ing accented. All these different rhythms will be studied in 
the execution of the runs following. 
(3) In Agility. Different degrees of the Flexibility of the Larynx 
are necessary in each run; for instance, NQ 2 is easier to sing 
because it is sung on a descending scale. N9 4 is more difficult 
because it is sung on an ascending scale, and also because of the 
alternating dotted notes and triplets; and so on. 
(4) In Intonation. On account of the variable nature of the intervals, 
some .of the figures will demand separate study and practice. 
Six rules for the correct execution of runs: 
(1) Study carefully the time signature, which is always placed at the 
beginning of a composition, in order to determine the proper 
rhythmical accents. . 
(2) Analyze the runs by observing their figure or pattern and th ~ 
scale or melodic structure on which the figure ascendsor descends 
(Lesson Nc;> 77). · 
(3) Practice the initial figure, and, after carefully noting any varia-
tions of tonality from the initial figure in the succeeding figures, 
practice these variations separately . 
(4) Avoid any exaggeration :of .the regular rhythm by avoiding 
any temptation to force the tone on the accents,which can only 
result in distortion both of accent and tone. In the following les-
son and in all future lessons in this course the principal rhyth -
mical accents will be indicated by A~ the secondary accents and 
all special accents by>; the accents in syncopated rhythm, inas-
much as they replace the regular accents, will also be indicated 
by 1\. 
(5) Take care to vocalize the runs on the roundest sounds of the 
vowels possible with due regard to their pure a nd clear enuncia-
tion, by moulding the tone in the Resonato r, taking- ca<e to a-
void any mispronunciation of the word in ib entirety . Always 
commence softly and sing legato unless the exception is bpecially 
indicated. · 
(6) The last and not the least important rule: Always carefully 
prepare both by thought and deed, your breath control before 
you commence a nfn. The proper execution of runs demands 
the deepest inspiration of breath possible in the breathing space 
available, and after that, the strictest economy in expiration. You 
should release just enough breath to support the tone, which 
should always be poised and sustained by the control ofthe breath 
in the bellows, despite the constant change of pitch and the num-
ber of tones. 
The following runs from the Oratorios should be practiced until 
memorized, and then re-practiced with greater freedom of execution; 
for you can sing so much easier and with much more attention to 
details if you are independent of the printed riotes . The runs are 
intended to be sung on one breath only. The metronome marks 
indicate exactly the ideal tempo, but, until ~'OU are familiar with · 
the notes, practice •slower, using the suggested breathing spaces 
indicated by ' . When you have mastered the notes and can sing 
them distinctly, then you may practice at the proper tempo and 
on one breath. Practice always in strict time. You may obtain 
more extended exercise by transposing the run s into several other 
keys. . 
NOTE: . SyncopatiQn is the result of an intentional sh~fting of the regMlar rh,ythmical accent from tlte regular, strong beat o.f a measure to a 
weak bsat. It is of great importance in singing as regards tone color and s~yle, and will be given especial attention in a later lesson. 
RUNS FROM THE ORATORIOS (Analysis and Execution) 
Ex. N9 1 From "O THOU THAT TELLEST" . WESSIAH) Handel 
,., ~> Andante ( ~. : 60)'11 ,-------A > 
.., An~~~ . . ·--~ glo 
- -
"" 
I. ~.;,. ;_jL 
' 
t.J • • ~ ........ p ~ I I _....-..._ 
: 
A > 
' 
A 
~·~ ___.... 
- - -
•• . . ~~ 
..... 
-
lo...j 
I I 
>cresc A 
••• 
- ry of 
r----, 
. I . 
4- . 
=.mf 
the Lord 
~ I 
~ 
Practice also in the 
keys of Eb, E & F . 
~ 1-------1 . .. I . _I 
This.exal}lP.le is in 6/p, time, two rhythm. The figure consists of 
six notes and is subdiviaed into three groqP,s of two notes each. The 
figures 51re founde9- on intervals of tJ:!irds. ~Major and Minor) which 
ascend _m consecutive notes of the d~atomc scale. The WQt:d'",g-lory , . 
in this run expresses the wonder of the revalation of the Mes'Siah . 
I The context reads "And the Glory of the Lord~' The vowel "o" in "glorv" should be sung as "o" in''or" and not as "o" in "on~' The run 
I slioula be commenced softly, and the crescendo made gradually by an.increase.of resonanc.e to the mf at the .end. (continued in Lesson N'? so) 
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by George Crampton 
LESSON N<_l 80 
Tlds lesson and_ Lesson .Nq_ 79 
are to be studied.together 
Soprano,~ezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
The Graces of Singing 
Flexibility 
RUNS FROM THE ORATORIOS (Analysis and Execution- continued) 
Ex No 2 From "WITH VERDURE CLAD" (CREATION) Haydn A~tlante(J ~~~ _ ~ pon g a A __.=:::::;;;: ~ ==--=-
f) '- tiJ 'r--" s .. ..,.. ~ . ..-----.._ A===------...._ ~I 
~--::-:-:jl 
@. ~ i;- land- scipe ..____; The charm -
- -
is be - deck'd . 
f) i • • • I I I . 
@. pi 
---
pb={ • • • 
~ ~ 
" 
. 
. 
"J -4 ... ... 
This _charming run will require great care for its proper execution. 
Observe thaUt is marked Con Grazia (con Gra-tsia), with grace. 
Although the rhythm is simple, the change from the 32r,td notes to 
the 16th notes in the 2nd measure must be properly and delicately exe-
cuted or the charm and. grace may become an ugly blur. Avoid mak -
ing the tone color too heavy on the ascending scale and the tenden-
• 
• • I .l.-.J 
-
cy to "rush up" to the high note. Sing the high note n!fnot f and 
commence the descent very gracefully. 
The six 16th notes of the descent must be sung with light legato 
but with a rounder and richer tone color than the ascending scale. 
The run is an expression of charm and grace, so practice it with 
charming tone ·color and graceful execution. 
Ex. N? 3 From "HONOR AND ARMS" (SAMSON ) Handel -=~--------------------------
Allegro ( J ~-..--- A cresc ~ 
1'\ ~ v A > -~ r""-1 ~ 1"""'"'1 .. r-= 
-
!__, 
~ 
---
~ ...... v..._ ____ . ._....,. 
-
---
~ 
Or glo > 
-- - - ·--
ry 
1'\ ~ 
--------
~= 
--- ~= 
'-' • 
_, .... 
•:; 
·----
• ........ ____ .._ -.r•t'i f p 
: 
• .... • 
• 
.. 
• Practwe also ~n the keys qf 0, .Db,.D, E~& E. 
This is in common time, four rhythm. The figures consist of five 
notes, founded on the descending scale, _which ascend . in .intervals of 
major and minor seconds.and descend in thirds. 
The word "glory" in this run expresses disdain or even bravado in 
direct contrast to the_wonder.of the "glory" in Exercise N<? 1. The 
• i ~ = i .. "ii .. 
context reads "Or Glory in thy overthrow!' The passage is sung by 
the giant .Harapha in mockery of Samson. Commence the run rather 
softly "Pi' and by the same favorable use of the vowel as in the pre-
ceding exercise make a real and splendid crescendo to "f," strongly 
accenting the tones as indicated. 
_ Ex. N? 4 From 
1 
"EVERY VALLEY" (MESSIAH) Handel 
Andante ( • : 72) · cresc 
11 ~ j.f .... > A !!!II'OI!A I!P"'' A ----... --.. ~ ~ 
@) r '----
....__ 
-
-!!!'!!!!.__ 
Ex-alt_ 
-
- --- -·-- -- -
_ed 
1'\ -o.l #. 
@. -
--
-• 
'*' .. 
Practice also in the keys of Eb & F. 
T~is is in 4;4 tim~_sy~copated rhy_thm, the second and .fo1;1-rth beats 
bemg accented. Tne ftgures .cons1st of 4 _notes_each wh1ch ascend 
on tlie scale in intervals of an octave, a seventh, a sixth and a · fourth. 
The context reads "Every Valley shall be exalted~' - Tbere is no emo-
ti onal spirit in the expression. The. musical figures expressthe meaning 
1..1..1 ....... f .. 
~~ ••• ~~ "!-. • • 
'of the word. Sing the vowel "a"_ in ''exalted" as "-o"in "or" and not 
as" a" in .''al!' Commence softly and work up a fine effect ~y increas. 
ing the tone on each repetition of the high note, and singing the cli-
max on the last and highest note with a fine resonant head tone. You 
must take great care, however, to avoid forcing the accented notes 
and tones. . 
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Singing Lesson NQ 80 
Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
Ex. Nc,> 5 From "WHY DO THE NATIONS RAGE" (MESSIAH) Handel 
Allegro(J: 120) 
Practice also in the ke,ys of A&\ Bq (F# minor &\ G# minor) 
This run will demand great care in (1) breathing (2) agility (3) 
elementary tone color. It is in common time, four rhythm.The figures 
are irregular, consisting of alternations of dotted notes and triplets. 
You must take care to make the dotted eighth notes long enough and 
the sixteenth notes short enough. Each of the triplets should be only 
slightly accented (this is indicated here by a dot). The last figure, 
will demand very clear execution to avoid blurring the passage. Every 
ed 
triplet is strongly accented in this . figure. The context· reads "Against 
the Lord and against His Anointed!' Sing the vowel "o" as " o" in 
"or;' and not as "oi;' and, commencing softly, make a gradual · cres-
cendo as. in the two preceding exercises. 
Your breath control must be well prepared and "gripped"in order 
to execute this run on one breath and at the proper tempo. .Avoid 
any tendency.to "open the tone" as you ascend. 
Allegro( : 138) Ex. N9 6 FromJ "WHY DO THE NATIONS RAGE" (MESSI.AH) Handel ·~\J 'I I. mp "-=::::::: ::;- \I 1\ ~- 1\-<i' ~3 ..-;;-- 1\ cre_sc • 1\ > ::;- :;:-_ ~I\ . 
t I .-f& ~ ~~ ..... ~ . ~ -iiooliiool ... -====- .. r'1 1 Why do the peo-ple i- rna 
- -
- -
gine a - vain -thing? l - rna -
-· 
gine a vain _thing? 
fl L P"''-4 M'"j'"j_ 
--
l -= 1: l l ~ 1: ~ _ ...... - ...... ~ I 
tJ IU..U 1 .......... 
PI"' ... 
""-"" 
I""'-- -""I""' 
•••• . 
. ..• .. ... ... ·-- ...... f .... .. ~-41·11 •••• 
........ 
Practice also ·in the k e. s o 7/ if A&\ Ab. 
This is a difficult passage containing two runs, which are not only 
difficult as regards the notes but also in tone color. It is in 4f4 time, 
four rhythm. The. first four figures are exactly alike in pattern, but 
differ in tonality, the first . and .second having.a .halLstep.on the_first 
triplet and the .second and third .figures a whole_step . . The fifth figure 
is different, and will need.some. steady practice. The .sixthfigure is 
again different, . and is rarely welL sung, even_ by experienced profes-
1.1 jl ... • 
""i""""" 
-""- ·I"'· ~q~~~~~~ ll. • •• 
-~ •• ~·. 8 •loo- 8 
sional singers, because of the tone color of the vowel sound. Sing 
the vowel sound of "a" in "imagine" as the round sound of "ah" 
and not as "ay" or "er !' You must observe every due care or the 
tone color will degenerate by becoming open on the fifth and sixth 
figures. Commence on .. the roundest possible sound of "ah" and 
allow _the tone to broaden gradually in each repetition of the high 
note. Be very careful with your breathing and accentuation. 
Ex . .N9 7 From "'}VITH VERDURE CLAD" (CREATION) Haydn 
And t • ane( :92) 
f) I If}~ /\..;---.. ~~- ........_ 
"'"" 
>~ r:... .~A.al-....... 
~ @. r ~ 
The plant ex - pands 
f) I l i""""""!"' 
\ ~ _ ... _.7 .... ••• r 
< p 
•• ' ~ .. I . . 
. 
c... 
Practice also in the keys of A, .A b &\ G. 
A beautiful example of florid vocalization which will afford you 
an excellent opportunity for the practice both of agility and tone 
color. It is in 6/s time, four rhythm. The figures, . consisting of 
six .notes each, are alike in pattern, but are.irregular.in tonality which 
will demand carefuLintonation. The passage should be commenced 
softl.lf on the round sound .of "ah;' taking care howeverin this exer-
cise not to make.it too round, for the tone must be very smoothly 
"moulded" into pure head resonance towards the upper note of the first 
' 
-
~ .. 
~ • 
II 
figure, and come .very smoothly back again to middle resonance on the 
second figure, and yet again to he.ad resonance on the upper tone of 
the.last figure; the run finishes on the middle .resonance. So you can 
realize how delicate, smooth, and graceful must be its execution if 
you would interpret the passage .with the be~ul effect intended. 
Practice very legato. The accents shoul~be so strong in this 
example as in the preceding ones. Observe carefully the crescendo 
and diminuendo marks. 
SIEGEL- MYERS 
Correspondence School of Music 
·Chicago, ill. 
A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS / LESSON N~ 80 
by george Crampton This .lesson and Lesson NQ 79 
are to be studied together 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
The Graces of Singing 
Flexibility 
RUNS FROM THE . ORATORIOS (Analysis and Execution, continued) 
' Ex NO 2 From "WITH VERDURE CLAD" (CREATION) Jiaydn A~dantec~J~ I -~ ~ tf. con r. l:::::::::":: ~~!!!!!!!!!> 
--------
---
A- >~ ~ ~ 
@.. '--'. ... •TT "----
- "t, ~ • -
~ ~ f:t. The charm - - - ing land - scape ts~ be - deck'd. 
-
e. p"i 
.ft p* ~ ~ ~ i T .,._ :1 
This ch 
Observe th 
. 
. 
= ::::: :::; = 'ill .. ~ .. 
arming run will require great care for its proper execution. 
at it is marked Con Grazia (con Gra-tsia),with grace. 
h the rhythm is simple, the change from the 32nd notes . to · 
tes .in the 2nd measure must be properly and delicately ex-
Althoug 
the 16th no 
ecuted or t 
ing the ton 
he charm and grace may become an ugly blur. Avoid mak-
e color too heavy on the ascending scale and the tenden-
' ' 
Ex. N9 3: From "HONOR AND ARMS" (SAMSON) Handel 
1i ~ ... I 
cy t.o "rush up" to the high note. Sing the high note mf not f and 
commence the descent very gracefully. 
The six 16th notes of the descent must be sung with Ii ght legato 
ng scale. 
tice it with 
but with a roun.det and richer tone color than the ascendi 
The run is an expression of charm and grace, so prac 
~harming tone color and g.raceful execution. 
Allegro cJ = 100~) _____ .:__ ______ ~----:-------------------J" 
~ -----=== ~ /\~ ~ L -n l ~ .. ~ -~~ cresc 
--
4! v > ;--:.. 
----
· ·______- *~ _T-.!!;/ ':__./ - "-...,;-v ::> 
~ I Or glo 
@. 7- i~ ... ·~~ p 
. 
"i .. 
·• 'ill i ... ::::: ~ t . ]) Bh&B. ~ Practwe also tn he keys of ,AI;, 
This is in.common time, four rhythm. The figures . con..c:;isf of five nates, 
founded .on the descending· scale, which .ascend in intervals .of .major 
;md minor .. seconds and descend in.,thirds. 
The word "glory" in this run expresses . .disdainor even brwuado in 
direct contrast. to the wonderof the"glory" in Exercise N9 l.The con-
v > ry 
-
.. _ 
...-'ill 
... i ... ~ ... f • ... il 
= ::::; :! = ... • i .. 
'ill .. 
... 
11 
text reads "Or. Glory in thy overthrow~'- The passage is sung by the giant 
Harapha in mockery of ·Samson . Commence the run rather softly "Pi' 
and by the same favorable use of the vowel as in the preceding exer-
cise make a re;>.l and splendid crescendo to ''fj' strongly accenting 
the tones as indicated. 
Ex.N<? 4: From .. "EVERY VALLEY" (MESSIAII) Handel 
~ 
Andante CJ . = 72L) ----__;,__----------J_,__~ 
~ cres ~"'"'"!!! '-::> A ' A CA ~ ~ 
@. p ~I ~I -..........::.I iiiiiil.ool 
-Ex-alt_ 
- --- --- -- - --
ed 
f) ~ ~ 
t 
J (! ... ...... 
"'j-'• IT .. p 
' 
I 
- - - -. 
t . 
I 7 7t'u....J ._,.....,.. ft• I 
.Practice also in the keys of JJh,JJ d! Eb. 
This . is in 4/4 time, syncopated rhythm, the second and fourth beats be-
ing accented. The figures consist of 4 notes each, which ascend on 
the_scale in intervals of an .octave, aseventh, asixthandafourth. The 
context reads "Every Valley shall . be exalted'! There. is no emotional 
spirit in the expression. The musical figures express the meaning of 
Copyrig-ht 1910 by Siegel-Myers Correspondence School of Music English copyright secured 
the word. Sing.the vowel" a" in "exalt~d" as" o" in "or/' and not as"a''in"al!' 
Commence softly and work up a fine effect by increasing the tone on 
each repetition of the high note, and singing the climax on the last 
and highest note with a fine resonant head tone. You must take great 
care, however, to avoid forcing thP- accented notes and tone~ . 
{over) 
t 
Singing Lesson N? 80 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
Ex. N<? 5 From "WHY DO THE NATIONS RAGE" (MESSIAH) . Handel 
Allegro (~ : 120) ,. > ,. crese 
-e-
Practic8. also in the keys of Clb & Ab. 
This run will demand great care in (1) breathing (2) agility (3) 
elementary tone color. Itis ·in coni~non tjrrie,four rhythm. The figures 
are irregular, consisting of alternation:s of dotted.notes and triplets. 
You must take care to make the dotted eighth notes long enough and 
the sixteenth notes short enough. Each of the.triplets should be only 
slightly accented (this is indicated here by a dot). The last figure, 
will :demand very_ Clear execution to avoid blurring. the passage.. Every. 
ed 
tripl~t is.sttongiy accented in this figure. The context reads "Against 
the Lord and against His Anointe_d!' Sing the vowel "o" as "O" ·in 
"or\' and not as "oii' and, commencing softly, make a gradual cres-
cendo as in the two preceding exercises. , 
Your breath control must be .well prepared and "gripped" in order 
to execute this run on one .. breath and at the proper tempo. .Avoid 
any tendency to "open_the.tone"-as you .ascend. 
Ex .N<? 6l FromJ "WHY DO THE NATIONS RAGE" .(M.ESSIA.lf) HandeL 
Al egro ( = 13~ ~ 1\cresc ~ 
----
_h~l\ ~.u mv A > .' \/ > II. ~- ....... ~ IIPo'l 11 ""' A: 5 > ::> 
C!! .. I 
_8_ ·-:_~·-ii , a• 3Y 3 ...__.. > > > I I 
' q*'~ thi ?-----..;;...-~ ----~ 3 
·Why do the peo-ple i- ma 
- - - - -
~.u ... t r·"' ~ ,..,..,..., 
@. • ··u.L.I •••. I •••• -- Tl 1-j,;.j.,j p 
I"' I"' I"' 1""1""• -!'--1'"·1'" I"' -I""' I"" 
. 
. 
. . -:~t~~i - ................. • • • 
Practice also in the keys of(} & A b. 
This is a difficult passage containing ·two · runs, which are not only 
difficult as regards the notes but also in tone . color. It is in 4/4-time, 
four rhythm. The first four figures are exactly alike in pattern, but 
differ in tonality, the first and second having a half step on the first 
triplet and the second and third figures a whole step .. The fifth figure 
is different, and will need some steady practice . The sixth figure is 
again .different, and is ... rarely welLsung, ·even by experiencedprofes-. 
sional singers,becauseof the tone color of the .vowel sound. Sing 
- gine a - vain - thing? i - ma -
-
- - gmeavam ng. 
1- 1- 1- 1- ....... ................ 
~~ ~u.. ~-~ ~-~ -1 .... l .. 
•I""• 
""'..,... ~± • II. • ~ _. II!.. 
,.,. 
. 
............... 
• ·· · ~~ - 8 f ·. 8 
-
the vowel sound of "a" in "imagine" as the round sound of "ah" 
and not as "ay" or_ "er!' You must observe every due care or the 
tone color will degenerate by becoming open on the fifth · and sixth 
figures. Commence_ on the rotindest possible .sound of "ah" ahd 
allow the tone to broaden gradually in each repetition of the high 
note. Be very careful wifh your breathing and accentuation. 
Ex. N<? 7 From "WITH VERDURE CLAD" (CREATION) _.lfaydn 
Andante ( J : 92~ · · 
I'} '» > ~ 1\ >- 1\ >:: ,L, 
@ I ~ fll ~ 
I'} The. plant ex pands 
t: p-F'·· ·~ 
. 
. 
.. 
~-· jr• . Practwe.also ~n the keys of E, Ob & Cl. 
A beautiful example of.florid vocalization which will afford you 
an excellent opportunity for the practice both of agility and tone 
color. It , is in %time, four rhythm. The figures, consisting of six 
notes each, are alike in pattern, but are irregularintonalitywhich 
will demand careful intonation. The passage.should be commenced 
softly on the round sound of "ah'; taking care however in this_ exer-
cise not to make it too round, for the tone must be very smoothly 
"moulded" in to . pure head resonance towards the upper note of the 
..._, 
_, 
-
.... ~ .1:' 
\ 
.. • 
first figure, .. and_come very smoothly back again to middle resonance 
on the. second figure, .and yet again to head resonance on the upper 
tone of ·theJast figure; the run finishes on the middleresonance. So 
you can realize how delicate, smooth, and graceful must.be its exe-
ctiti on if you would interpret the passage with the beautiful effect intended. 
Practice.very legato. The accents should not be so strong in this 
exail1ple as in the preceding ones. , Observe carefully the crescendo 
and diminuendo mar-ks. 
\ 
< 
~ 
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SIEGEL-MYERS 
·correspondence School of Music 
Chicago,Ill. 
A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LESSON N9 81 
by George Crampton Soprano, Mezzo- Soprano or Tenor 
The Graces _of Singing 
Flexibility 
Coloratura 
Coloratura (koli-loh-rlih-too!.rii.h), in sfnging,is a term especially 
applied to the co~rect and b.rillianLexecution.of all the ornaments, 
runs and rapid passages . 
The study of Coloratura demands~first, the separate.and careful 
study of the ornaments and .. runs. ILyou_have practiced these faithfully 
and regularly, youare_now preparedto_study Coloratura. Our exer-. 
cise is in the interesting form .of .a .. melodious. and .effective Vocalizzo 
by Vaccai, and includes _a comprehensive~study and practice of all the 
ornaments. Now even .. after your-faithful study and .. practice of the 
exercises of the preceding lessons, lhe execution of this Coloratura 
study will .appear at first very formidable to you. You have in realty 
nothing to fear. The vocalizzo looks very difficult b.ecause of .the 
numerous ornaments and. runs. As a matter of fact you.have.studied 
and practic.erl every .one of these separately in previousJessons, .. and 
the_ vocalizzo is merely a summary_ of previous exercises. 
First, Study the melodic structure . You will find a simple 
melody underlies all the ornamentation. You can easily distinguish ibis 
from the .. rhythmical accent. 
Second, ~Practice the~melody.apart from the ornaments until you 
are familiar _ with it. 
Third, Practice~ the ornaments .. and runs~separately. 
_Fourth, . Practice. the_ vocalizzo. slowly, ~using . the. vowels. 
Fifth, .and lastly, Practice the vocalizzo .complete with the words. 
Observe carefully the accents, the phrasing marks, the marks of 
expression and, especially, the breath-marks, which are most important. 
Phrases.Nos.4,7,8,10,12,13,14,15, 16, will especially need your separate 
and. careful practice. The dot , ( · ) placed over the last noteofffiv-
eraL phrases_ is a staccat~ mark, and indicates that the particular note 
over which iUs placed must becmad.e short, l:>y allowing the tohe to 
just touch the note and .then to beimmediately ended, in order either 
(1) to terminate .the phrases~correctly, _ or (2) to leave enough time to 
replenish . the breath. 
If you practice_ carefully, .gracefully and thoughtfully with a proper 
observance of the marks of.expression, you will find this melodious vo-
calizzo not only beneficial to the flexibility of your voiceasa Coloratura 
study, but also worthy of a graceful and artistic interpretation. 
Arranged by George Crampton 
Moderato · Vocalizzo VACCAI 
1'1~ -~ l > "~ ~ ·- ->.- 1: t~ ~. ~I ~> I = 
4! .r I r 
=== - ----
• 
._......... "-"' 
-
So- no- le-may- te -vee 
-
ray, Vay- ner- te- sol - in - vo - o, Lay- nor - ro -say - ray 
f)~ Soft o'er the mead- ows steal - ing, Gent- ly the breez - es blow , They play so gent - ly a-
---- -· ····· -
" 7~· ~· ..-~· --c._/ ·~· ·~ ·~· ~ _,~ ·~ p 
. 
. 
,. 
'ii T ll "i I 
1'1~ - -" -...., cresc A -
. 
-
A 
- ~ ~ . . . 
4! ~ _../ I ~ ~ ______.- '-'~ ~-~ ~· .. ........ ~ ... 
-
mor - to, Mor- nay - sol - tay - lor - to, Lay - nor - ay,Vor-ray-te 
f)~ round~us, They 
sigh _ __ _ 
.so soft ___ and low, They play so gently a-
-. 
. .4! -,~·~ .. ~· -:;J:~-7~ q+~· •--: _/ 
i\ ~ 
-
. - .. .. ... 
. 
• ) ::; 'il "i "i ll 
.j 
1'1~ --====~. ~~ p ~ ~ 
........ 
4!. ~ 
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v......!l/ -~-~ ...:._· • >- .. "------.. v 
nor ay, Mor soJ __ ___ tay-lor - to, La- mo ray, Mor- nay __ RO} -
fl~ round us, They sigh,_ yes, they sigh-, So soft and low, They play flO 
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-
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· Singing Lesson N<} 81 
Soprano, Mezzo- Soprano or Tenor 
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Music 
A COURSE OF SINGING LE SSONS 
by George Crampton 
LESSON N?81 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
The Graces of Singing 
Flex ibility 
Coloratura 
.Coloratura (koli-loh-rah-too'-riih), in singing, is a term especially 
applied to the correct and br illiant execution of all the ornaments, 
runs and rapid passages . 
The study of Coloratura demands first, the separate and careful 
study of the ornaments and runs . If you have practiced these faithfully 
and regularly, you are now prepared to study Coloratura. Our exer-
cise is in the interesting form of a melodious_ and effective Vocalizzo 
by Vaccai, and includes a comprehensive ·study and pr:acticeofall the 
ornaments . Now even after your faithful study and practice of the 
exer cises .of the preceding lessons, the execution of this Coloratura 
study will appear at first very formidable to you. You have in realty 
nothing to fear. The vocalizzo looks very difficult because of the 
numerous ornaments and runs. As a matter of fact you have studied 
and practicen every one of these separately in previous lessons, and 
the vocalizzo is merely a summary of previous exercises . 
Fir st, Study the mel odic structure. You will f ind a ·s imple 
melody underlies all the ornamentation. You can easily distinguish this 
from the rhythmical accent. 
Arranged by George Crampton 
Moderato 
fJ ~ > 
~ p 
~ 1 ~ ~ 
Second, Practice the melody apart from the ornaments unti l you 
are familiar with it. 
Third, Practice the ornaments and runs separately. 
Fourth, Practice the vocalizzo slowly, using the vowels. 
Fifth, and lastly, P ractice the vocalizzo complete with the words . 
Observe carefully the accents, the phrasing marks, the marks of 
expression and, especially, the breath-marks, which are most important. 
Phrases Nos.4,7,8,10,12,13,14,15, 16, will especially need your separate 
and careful practice . The dot ( · ) placed over the las t noteofsev-
eral phrases is a staccato mark, and indicates that the particular note 
over which it is placed must be made short, by allowing the tone to 
just touch the note and then to be immediately ended, in order either 
(1) to terminate the phrases correctly, or (2) to leave enough time to 
replenish the breath . 
If you practice carefully, gracefully and thoughtfully with a proper 
observance of the marks of expression, you will find this melodious vo -
calizzo not only beneficial to the flexibility of your voiceasa Coloratura 
study, but also worthy of a graceful and artistic interpretation. 
VACCAI 
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Mor - nay__ sol- tay __ , Le- mon - do, La- mor __ , La. - mor ___ , La-tay __ , 
gent - -ly, ... They play_ _ so gent - ly a - round__ us , They sigh__ s o soft , They 
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Chicago, Ill. 
LESSON NC? 82 
by George Crampton 'l'kis lesson and J;essonNI! 83 are to be studied to!_fether 
Rhythmical Accentu~tion 
"ACCENT IS THE LIFE OF MUSIC" (MA'l''l'HEWS) 
Marcato 
You have learned in earlier lessons that rhythm is the effect of 
measured movement in music, and that it is impossible to preserve 
measured movement regularly and continually unless you accent prop-
erly; therefore, correbt rhythm is impossible without proper accentu-
ation. Accentuation is the first essential of correct execution in sing-
ing-. The degree of accent or emphasis to be given depends on the style 
or each song. 
The proper accentuation which should .be given to a songindelicate, __ 
legato_ styleis _light but definite, the strong beats alone being moderately 
emphasized. (See Song Studies in Lessons Nos. 42- 48). 
In_broactly sustained . te_ga_to. _ songs, the accentuation shouldbernod-
erate and_ ordinary, with just enough strong emphasis on the strong 
beats and light emphasis on the weak beats to preserve the proper 
rhythm (See Song Studies in Lessons _Nos. 20,24,28,34,39,46,61 & 65). 
In. songs of s_pi1·iti?dorstirring style, such as sacred songs or martial · 
songs, the proper accentuation should be s.tr_ong and marlce.d on 
_both the strong and weak beats. (See SongStudies in Lessons Nos. 
43, 50,59.) · · Marcato 
In songs of florid or coloratura style (see Lesson Nl? 81) the 
proper accentuation should be very : marked_anct_definite. in order (1) 
to preserve the regular rhythm through the ornamentation; and (2) 
to execute the runs and ornaments correctly. 
These four degrees of accentuation will broadly cover all ordinary 
and regular accentuation. 
There are other degrees of accentuation used in singing besides 
the ordinary and regular accentuation. 
Your practice of accentuation bas been co.nfined chiefly to songs, 
studies and exercises iri which the rhythmical accents have been ordi~ 
nary and regular. _ Our present study of accentuation will be devoted 
to Marcato, the· extraordinary accentuation of r·egular accents~ · · _ 
The term Marcato, meaning "with marked ·emphasis;' is indicated 
by A (See Illustration N? 1) andimplies additional .emphasis on the 
_ s~rong_and _ weak beats of a measure, and frequently on e_very beat 
of a measure. • 
=i::nA AA A 
Illustration N? Lij¢ f' J J I j A A . A J J lj J A A A A A 
e Marcato with staccato. Marcatomeans You must not confus 
the tones should be stron 
and legato. Staccato is in 
means that the tones are 
it is the opposite of !ega 
that fi'Y accented, but 'should also be sung .sustained 
tcated by a dot placed over the notes, and 
to .be sung light\1, -detached _and unsustained; 
to, which we sha study later. 
inging for the following special effects: 
in runs and arpeggios. 
Marcato is used in s 
(1) For musical effects 
(2) \For extraordinary e 
strongly emphastze t 
mphasis on wordS and pass1es in order to 
heir meaning, character an significance. 
Allegro (. = 96) 
;, 11 Marcaf!!_.---- A >-
Exercise N<;> 
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Exercise N9 1 is a Run from the orato rio, "Judas Maccabaeu.S:' 
cal effect. In practic1ng 
udies and songs marked Mar- • 
tone in Accentuation. 
uld involve no sacrifice 
1rst in order to guard a-
se and all other exercises 
(Handel), in which Marcato is used for musi 
this exercise and all other vocal exercises, st 
cato, you must avoid any "forcing" of the 
The proper execution of such passa~es sho 
of tone quality. Practice rather so tly at f' 
gainst this tendencb to"force !' This exerci 
in this lesson must e practiced in strict te mpo. 
>- >- A >-
- - -
I 
I 
I 
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-
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So_pranos,Mezzo-So_pranos 
or Tenors practice also in 
the keys of Ab,A,Bb,B, 0, 
_f)b & ]) . 
Ooutraltos, Baritones or 
Basses practice also iu 
tlte keys of P, Gb, Ab, A, 
Bb & B .. 
Exercise N<? 2 is a passage from "The Occasional Oratorio" (Handel), in which Marcato is used to strongly emphasize the meaning of the 
words, and so obtain a stirring, warlike effect. Although Marcato used in this way will nearly destroy legato, yet the passage should be sung 
sustained, and not in a "choppy"- or"jerky" manner. : -
/Ill 
Exercise N? 2 
. ~ 
/Ill 
tJ 
: 
1M ( ) ef!i!c,o • = 104 a~ ·~A A A A A A A A L A A A 
.!When war-like en-siinswave on high, And trumpets pierce fue vaulted sky 
-~· . f 
-!-
I I I ~ 
. 
,ja_ 
Sopranos, Mezzq~Sopranf?S 
or Tenors pr(tct-we a(Jo 2n 
the keyso;EtJ,E,F, Fff& G. 
Contraltos, Baritones or 
B. asses _practice also 1 in the keys of O,.Db & Ep. 
We shalLapply our further study of Marcato to the brilliant inter- Accentuation. The Aria should be sung legato and Marcato, and 
pretation of our next song- study (Lesson N<? 83)byHandel, _ one of should be strongly accented as indicated, but you must take the great-
the greatest composers of all time. Handel's SOl]gS are very attractive est care to avoia any "forcing" of the tones on the accents, by) as if were, 
to smgers, because they are" grateful to sing!' Handel, unlike othergr:eat "barki..ng" out the tones, which will not only destroy the sustamed, legato 
composers, possessed a real. knowledge of the voice and composed his effect nut also the resonance and quality of the tone. 
voice parts with care and thought for the singer. This_Ana, "My Faith Tempo. _The Aria is marked Moderato (at?- moderate speed). The 
Divine?' is from one of his numerous Italian OJ?eras, "Berenice;' which first part is marked at the Metronome time of cJ : 90 to 100./ and the 
was produced in 173'8. The Style_of the:Aria_ts _broad,stirring, Marcato second part d : 72 to 90. You are advised not to exceed. tne . first 
and .legato . The. Mood of the words reflects the unwaveringconviction speed limit on any account during the practice period. Only when the 
of faith divine: . their spirit is one ot' determination .and even defiance. execution of the Aria is mastered in all its details is it advisable to 
The Tone Colors should be rich, bright. and vibrant(but never light sing the __ Aria aL the. second_ speed limit. 
or pretty), and should be sustained by a fulL1'esonant tone, which, ae- Breath Control. The long phrases and runs will demand the ~eat-
~ite the soft passages, p, should b~preserved throughout the Aria. est attention to the economy of your breath in order to execute them 
The Aria is divided mto tftre·e parts. The first part is m the major key, . exactly as they are written. As, at first, this is very difficult, breath-
the second parLin the relative minor, and the third part (a repetition. ing places are indicated where_the phrases may be l:iroken, until you 
of Pa;rt N<? l)_is again in the major. The rhy_th!'ll, 2;2, is regular ex-. have mastered the runs and their execution. 
cept m the 8th, 13tn and 16th phrases when tt ts :syncopated. In these. General Execution. The proper execution of the Aria should be 
instances, instead of the regular accentuation, the weak beats of the. stirring and brilliant, and will demand flexibility and agility, as well 
measure are accented. The proper accentuation of these syncopated as accentuation. The dotted notes in phrases 3 and 8 wtll involve care-
passages is plainly and defimtely indicated, so you will have no difficulty ful and separate practice. __ The trills in phrases 6 and 18you may find 
m el(ecuting them correctly. difficult to execute at present, but the arternate endings of these 
~i;yncQPation will be the special subject of your next lesson.) phras~ (printed above them) . may be used in place of1he trills. The 
The Phrasing is rather irregular. The Aria contains some very . careful and correct practice of all these details of execution will re-
long phrases (3, 1:!, 13 and 16),which contain the Runs. - Other phrases ward yqu1for .correct an.d brilliant .execution of all details will result 
are of moderate length and some are only short. This irregulanty of. tiLa hr2lhantmterpretat10n. (Continued in Lesson N9 s3) 
the phrases is due to the r~petition of the words. . Copyright 1910 by Sieg-el-Myers Correspondence School of Music Eng-lish copyright secured 
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Correspondence School of Music 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LESSON N9 83 
by George Crampton 
SONG STUDY 
My Faith Divine 
Tkis lesson and Lesson N9 82 
are to be st-udied togetloer 
Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
Arranged by GEORGE CRAMPTON (Si, tra i ceppi) 
Moderato (J = 90 to J = 100) HANDEL 
,, Marcato 
f} ll tl . 0 ----------------------~ Marcato p A ~/\ > 
I I I ..._ I 
I 
E'en though chains and_ fet - ters tor - ture, Shall my 
1-l I 1\ 1\ 
-,jrJ r r · r ... 
rit -f-
I .___; I I 
I I I ._ f':) 
-e 6- 4 1 r 
---- -------..... 
_(J ~ ~ =;::/\ === > 1\ "" ® ~--/\---/\---....... 1\ 0 __---x--->---1\---:->--p-=-1\-----....-
fai
1
th in_ tri-umph ~ne_ ~ Sh~llmyfaith ::_ tri-umphshlne,Shallmyfaith,shallmyfaithi;:. tri-~h shl;' __ _ 
~ ~~ ~ ~; j .J----_j J ~ I 1 I I I I i"M 
r r f r F-f I I ...._ ....... I 
.II. .II • ll. • 
I I I • 
~ ll ~ 
"-
~ A cresc. 1\ >_ X > .. 1\cresc.> ---i) ®/ 
"-
0~ 
41 
-
...__- ~ 
-
i" ~ I I !iii 
' I I Een tho' chains-- and fet-ters tor-ture 
n a ~ -·-~-- I I I J ·fl .U.. J I 
41 ~~ ~ ~ #~~~. '"~ ~ ..... .... f ~ p cresc. 
.ll .p. • • 
.,. . ;, ~ 
.. 
I I I I I I •• I I I I 
t1~ a. 0~/\ > tr~l\ 
41 
Shall my faith~ in ~1 h h' t-ump s me-. a ~~a I I J ,........ .. ~ J R1 I I..-..._ I I j I ~ 
41 I 
-- } - I I I I p f 
t.L 
.,. ~ . ~ ~ ~ J~ ---~ -a • • .0 ~ .,. . #- , : 
I I I 
7 
flu~ p 1\ .....---A 1\ ::> 1\ > 1\ > A---. 
a) I I I ..__.,- .1 I I 
-aJl 1~1 E'en though chains and_ fet-ters tor-ture, Shall my faith in tri-.umph shine_ f} ~o~ a I 1- I I I__.--- I l. J l I I I I~-,: 
41. I I I I ~ ·~~ I I 
---
I I 
pp :r. cresc. - - - - - - f 
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(over) 
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Singing Lesson NQ 83 
Soprano, Mezzo Soprano or Tenor 
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SIEGEL- MYERS 
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Music 
A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LESSON N9 83 
by George Crampton 
SONG STUDY 
My Faith Divine 
This lesson and .Lesson Nf! 82 
are to be studied togetlter 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
Ar rang·ed by GEORGE CRAMPTON 
(Si, tra i ceppi) 
HANDEL 
J Moderato ( = 90 to = 100) 
.Marcato C!2_A~ A -fJ .Marcato > A > --==== 
eJ -..___./ 
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Singing Lesson NQ 83 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton 
Syncopation 
LESSON N9 84 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
Syncopation (See .Note, Lesson N<.> 7.9) is the proper Accentuation 
of tones or phrases_ in irregular or syncopated rhytnm. (See Note N<.> 2). 
Syncopation is.indicated in. two ways: 
(1) By di stinctly and definitely emphasizing the weak accents separate-
ly. (See lllustration_NC? .1). 
. ~A A A 
Illustration NC? 1 jP) f J f F r 
Another illustration of this form of Syncopation may be seen· in 
Lesson N<? 83, phrases 13 and 16. 
(2) By accenting the weak accents and prolonging the tone into the 
usually strong-, regular accent withdut re- sounding the tone. 
. (See 1llustral.ton -NC? 2). ------":-------
Illustration NC? 2 ~i . tpc f i'aV r rc~ 
Another illustration of this form of Syncopation may be seen in Lesson NC? 83, phrase 8. 
Syncopation is noLdifficulLto.execute_from a .musical standpoint. 
Any one With an .undeveloped sense.of.rhythm.can .sing- syncopatedpas-
S11g"es. An illustration: of. thts is the great popularity of"RagTime!? so~. 
"Rag .Time" is simply common .Syncopatton. _From.a .vocai 7 standpoint, however, Syncopation demands serious attention.for its proper execu-
tion in order to avoid forcing the. tone in emphasizing the irregular ac-
cents and thus destroying the quality of the tone. -Syncopation is .used, 
both ).\1arcato and Legato, for musical effects _and to emph~size the 
meanmg and character of words .and phrases.EVenwhenthe _ trregular 
accents of Syncopation are ,not especially indicated by Marcato., and 
are· therefore ·not intended · to be ·strongly emphasizeil, unless you are 
conscious of their irregular rhyth~you will fail to execute properly. 
" 
.legato 
-
·,., 
Exercise N9 1 
wJ I I 7' 
Exercises Nos. 1 and_2 . are both on the same· syncopated arpeggio, 
but are executed in different ways. 
Take great care in each of these exercises (1) To round the 
vowels, (2) To control the breath supply very carefully so as to · avoid 
any unnecessary escape of the breat1i in strongly emphasizillg" the ac-
cents. The breath control should never relax many style o!singing. 
The simple .chords of the accompaniment are in regular rliythm, 
so, in practicin,g:, you will sillg" against the accompaniment. Ifyoucan-
not plav these chords in.relf'}flar rhythm an.d at the same time sing- in 
irregula1'.rhythm, prac'tice the exercise by beating- the regular rhy1hm, 
and singing.against_ it, unless you have a musical friend who will 
play for you. The exercises must be practiced in strict tempo. 
I ---....~ 
I -:..__.::' -~~ '-'* .-.....___,.7-' 
- - - - - - --
., Ah 
- - - - - - - -
-
- · t ,. 1 Marcato A A A A A A 
Exercise NC? 2 
.., t'• I I .... Ah. 
- - - - - - - - -
"I 
tJ pi -t i i - ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 
.. 
I I I I r i i i 
A A A 
-¥' I o::.__.;' 
• , Ah 
- - - -
1 i ~ i .i 
I I I I I 
1 A A 
. 
- - -
i .. 
I I 
-F~-i'_ 
- -
i l:f 
I 
- .1 
Practice also 
in the k eys of 
Ab ~A . 
Exercise Nc;> 3 is a remarkable syncopated passage from the opera 
"Aida" (ah-ee-dah) (Act I Scene 1) by Verdi. It occurs in a short 
duet between Aida and Radames. The exercise has been arranged to 
include both voice parts for your practice. Practice first the s}'I!_co-
pated part, the piano playing- the second part in regular rhythmWhen 
you have mastered this, prac1ice singing the second part in reg-ula r 
the piano playing the syncopated rhythm. If the piano : accompaniment 
is · not available~ practice each part separately in strict time. Practice 
rather softly at tirst on "ah" until you have thoroug-hly mastered the 
Syncopation, giving the same careful: attention to the vowel sounds 
and tlie breatliing, as in the other exercises. 
Arr. by George Crampton 
rrhv1hm, Exercise NC? 3 · 
,. .legato ~ 
tJ AIDA 1. \Vhom to weep for, whom to 
Marcato 
r _I 
weep 
A 
A A 
for, whom to pray 
~ .., 1:: RADAMES - ......__.. cred fire_ now_ claims ry's Z.Glo sa me, _/) .. t\. : 
r . r v 
" I 
----
A. -......, A _.......---A A A Acresc- LA~':> 
t.J . r_ r ' love ~im, though . I d I bmds me,Doomdto all re - mm me 
)I A A A A t.. A A A ~ 
.. . 
wJ 
-
. '----' .1 · r J .. flames me, On to viet 
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Sopranos, _Mezzo-Sopranos or T enors transpose and practice also in the keys of A ~ Bh. 
Contraltos, Baritones or Bas:;es transpose and practice al:;o in the keys of Oh ~ 0 . 
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Addenda to Singing Lesson N9 84 
Syncopation 
Exercise NQ 4 is a beautiful example of Syncopated rhythm notes and are familiar with the rhythm, practice softly and legato. 
contrasted with regular rhythm in a Run fro m "The Creation''(Haydn). The accentuation must be definite but delicate both in the Synco-
The context is " the plant expands." When you have mastered th e pation and the regular rhythm. 
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Exercise NC? 5 is a charming selection from Brahms "Gypsy Songl' 
wnichwill test your ability to the utmost t o execute correctly. Practice 
first on "ah" rather slowly but in strict time. Do not att empt to sing 
this exercise quickly until you have mastered the notes and the rhythm. 
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Sopranos, Mezzo -Sopranos or Tenors practice the upper st aff. 
Contraltos, Baritones or Basses practice the lower staff. The two 
staffs may be sung together as a duet. 
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. NOTE Nq 1 The accent marks frequently used in this course to as - NOTE N9 2 The term Syncopation is also used to describe a song 
sist you in the proper ordinary Accentuation of songs, studies and in which the accompaniment i s in irregular or s,yncopated r·hythm, 
e:ve·rcises, are used solely for the p urpose of instruction, and must and the voice p art or melod,y in regular rhythm. !_::C·ercise N l? 5 
not be comf used with Marcato , whic/1, is always indicated by the is an e.xample ofthis. 
term Marcato p lace-t at the beginning of a sont:5. 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
' by George Crampton 
Syncopation 
LESSON N9 84 
Soprano,Mezzo·Soprano or Tenor 
Syncopation (See .Note,Lesson N<;> 79) is the pr()per Accentuation 
of tones .. or p~asesin irregular or syncopated rhythm: (See Note N<;> 2). 
Syncopation is.indicated.in_two ways: . . .. 
(1) By distinctlrand definitely emphasizing the weak accents separate-
ly. (See illustration N<? 1). · 
~ ......... 
Illustration N<? 1 ff& F J F r r 
Another illustration of this form of Syncopation may be .'seen in 
Syncopation js not.difficult to execute:froma musical standpoint. 
Any one W).th an ~ndevelope~ sense of rhythm c.an sing syn9opciledpas-
. ·s~es. An· illustrattOn of th1s 1s the great populanty of"RagTime" so~. 
"Rag .Time" is simply common SyncopatiOn. From a .vocal standpoint, 
however, Syncopation. demands serious attention for its proper execu-
tion1 in .. order to avoid forcing the tone in emphasizing the irregular ae-
cents and thus destroying the. quality of the. tone. Syncopation is used, 
both Marcato and Legato, for musical . effects and to emphasize the 
meaning and character of words .. and phrases.EYenwhen the irregular 
acc.ents of Sy_ncop;:tion are not e~pecially i?dicat~~ by ~arcata, and 
are therefore not mtended to be strongly emphastzea, unless you are 
conscious of their irregular rhythiQ.1you will fail to execute properly. -
.legato· 
Jl -----Exercise N<? 1 
tJ - ~ I ~· Ah·. 
- - - - -
- --
. Marcato 
Jl ... ... ... ... ... >>> 
Exercise N? 2 
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Ah. 
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Exercise N<? 3 is a remarkable syncopated passage from the opera 
"Aida" (ah-ee:aah) (Act I Scene 1) by Verdi. It occurs In a short 
duet between Aida and Radames. The exercise has been arranged to 
include both voic~ parts · f?r your practice. Pr~ctice first the SYJlCO-
pated part, the ptano playmg the second part m regular rhythmWhen 
you have mastered this, prac1ice singing tlie second part in regular 
1rhvthm, Exercise NQ 3 · 
_A L .legato ~ A 
Another illustration of this form of Syncopation may be seen in 
Lesson N<? 831 phrases 13 and 16. · (2) By accentmg the weak accents and prolonging the tone into the 
usually strong, regular accent without .re-sounding the tone. (See 1llustra1tOn -N<? 2). 
Illustration N<? 2 ~a iSJJA-.-r--i:-3-v-r--;-rc~ 
Lesson N<? 83, phrase 8. 
*' 
Exercises Nos. 1 and 2 are both on the same syncopated arpeggio, 
but .are executed in . different ways. · 
Take great care in each of these exercises (1) To round the 
vowels, (2) To control the breath supply very carefully so as to avoid 
any unnecessary escape of the breat1i in strongly emphasizing the ac-
cents. The breath c'ontrol should never relax 111 any style ox singing. 
The simple chords of the accompaniment are 111 regular rliytlim, 
so, in practicin,g-, you will sin,g- agJLinst the accompaniment. Ifyoucan-
not · plav these chords inre!!'!:flar -rhythm and at the same time sing- in 
irregular rhythm, practice the exercise by beating the regular rhythm, 
anct singingagainst it, unless you have a musica1 friend who will 
play for .you . . The exercises must be practiced in strict tempo. 
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the piano playing the syncopated rhythm. If the piano : accompaniment 
is not availablel practice each part seiJarately in strict time. Practice 
rather softly at tirst on "ah" until you have thoroughly mastered the 
Syncopation, giving the same caref_t ul attention to the vowel sounds 
and tlie breatliing, as in the other exercises. 
Arr. by George Crampton 
"AIDA" (VERDI) 
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. Sopranos, Me~zo-Sopranos or Tenors transpose and practice also in the keus of A dl Bb. 
Contraltos, Baritones or Bas::;es transpose and practice al;;o in the keus of (}b dl (}, 
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Addenda to Singing ~esson · N~ 84 
Syncopation 
Exercise N<? A is a_beautifuLexample of Syncopated r~ythm notes and are familiar with the ~;,hythm, practice softly and legato . 
contrasted with regular rhythm in a Run fro m "The Creation"(Haydn). The accentuation must be de finite but delicate both in the Synco-
1'he context is "the plant expands." When you have mastered the pation and the regular .rhythm. 
Exercise N<? 4 From "WITH VERDURE CLAD" (CREATI ON) Haydn 
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Exercise N<? 5 is a charming selection from .Brahms "GypsyBong;' · 
Which will test your ability to the utmost t o execute correctly. Practice 
first on "ah" rather slowly but in strict time. Do not attempt t o s ing. 
this exercise quickly until you have mastered .the notes and the rhythm. 
r r p 
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Sopranos, Mezzo-Sopranos or Tenors practice the upper staff. 
Contraltos, .Baritones. or Basses practice the lower staff. The two 
staffs may be sung together as a duet . . 
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NOTE Nq 1 The accent marks frequently .used ·in this course to as -
sist you in the proper ordinary Accentuation of songs, studies and 
e.rercises, are used solely for the purpose of instruction, and must 
not be comfused with Marcato , which is always indicated by the 
term· Marcato placed at the beginning of a_song. 
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NOTE N9 2 The term Syncopation is also used to describe a song 
in which the accompaniment is in irregular or syncopated rhythm, 
and the voice part or melody in regular rhythm. E xercise N9 5 
is an example ofthis. 
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A Course of Singing Lessons 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON 
Lesson No. 85 
(This lesson and Le sso n No. 86 should be studied together.) 
THE ESSENTIALS FOR BRILLIANT EXECUTION 
The brilliant interpretation of songs depends on the brilliant 
and correct execution of all their details. The principal essentials 
for brilliant execution, in addition to the primary study . of voice 
production and its fundamental principles, and the secondary study 
of the graces of singing, m ay be briefly summarized as follows: 
The study of legato, rapid and clear articulation, flexibility, agility, 
accentuation, marcato, syncopation, the hold or pause, and pure 
and correct intonation. 
We have studied the first seven of these essentials in previous 
lessons. In the next lessons we shall study the remaining essentials 
in exercises and song studies selected and arranged for the especial 
practice of brilliant execution. 
Our next lesson, the song study "Estudiantina" (es-too-dee 'an-
t ee 'na), will afford you most attractive practice of all the essentials 
mentioned above, and especially of syncopation and the hold, or 
pause. The hold, or pause, indicated by ----:-- placed over or under a 
note, means that the time value of the note can be prolonged at 
the singer's discretion. It is also used over bar lines, when it 
indicates that there is to be a slight hesitation before going on with 
the next measure. The hold is sometimes indicated also by the 
abbreviation of the word Tenuto (Ten), but this is more properly 
applied to the loudness of the tone or phrase than to the length. 
The hold, properly executed, is one of the most striking effects of 
singing. 
Previous lessons have included numerous instances of the hold, 
but nearly always in songs of slow tempo and regular accents. As 
our next song study is in qttick tempo and the holds occur on 
syncopated accents, the hold will require your further att ention 
and practice. Although the length of the hold depends primarily 
on the singer's discretion, this must be based on the tempo of the 
song (slow or fast) and t he strength and duration of the accent on 
which it occurs. 
The holds indicated by "X" in our song study occur on strongly 
syncopated accents, and for this reason must be sustained a t 
least twice the ordinary duration of the note on which they occur, 
and must be executed with strong attack and nwrcato, and finished 
by a short portamento to the short note, . which must be sung 
crisply and clearly before the final note of the phrase. 
"Estudiantina" is a Spanish student or college song. Its song 
picture reflects the merry spirit of student life which, in Europe, is 
even more gay and careless than in America. 
The English words have been rewritten and arranged so as to 
afford more contmst than the usual translation. Thus, the firs t 
stanza portrays the arrival of the students just ''released'' from 
college, the second stanza their se1·enade in the streets of Navarre, 
and the third stanza their depa?·ture. The first stanza will afford 
you practice not only in accentuation, marcato and syncopation, but 
also in flexibility, agility and clear and rapid articulation. 
The first four phrases are in syncopated rhythm and must be 
strongly accented as indicated. The next four phrases and the 
r epetition of phrases 7 and 8 and 9 and 10 are in regular rhythm, 
marcato. You must take great care in these phrases to emtnciate 
and articulate the words clearly. 
The marcato in phrases 5 and 6, preceding the octave interval, 
must be made without "forcing" either the accent or the tone, or 
you will distort these phrases . Phrase No. 11 is again syncopated, 
and must be strongly accent ed as indicated. The last tone (on 
the hold) should be even 11W?'e st1·ongly accented than the preceding 
tones, and held and finished by a quick portamento to the short 
note, which is the connecting .note between phrases 11 and 12; 
these phrases must be joined together without pause for breath, as 
especially indicated. 
The following repetition of the first melody (or subject) is 
varied in the final part of the s tanza by another syncopated phrase 
(phrase 16), which should be su~g at an increasing, quicker tempo 
and must be strongly accented. The hold on the first tone of the 
last phrase of the stanza should be executed in the same manner as 
the previous holds, but should be held even longer. 
The second stanza demands enti1·ely different execution. It is 
a serenade in regular rhythm and should be sung from piano to 
mezzofoTte throughout. The tone color should be softer than in 
the first stanza and should be sustained legato. The triplets and 
eighth notes will r equire de li cate agili ty for their proper execution. 
The tempo should be gradually retarded on the words "Now, good 
night,'' and the tone color should become even softer until the hold, 
which must be commenced p, sustained with a crescendo to f, until 
the end of the measure, where, by a rapid upward portamento, 
the tone should be carried over without bTeath and joined to the 
first phrase of the third stanza as indicated. Do not take breath 
here until afte1· the word "returning." 
The last stanza is a repetition of the first and should be ex-
ecuted similarly as regards the details, but the effect of the last 
stanza will be even mm·e brilliant if you will sing at a quicker tempo 
and make the holds longe1· than in the first stanza. 
The fo llowing songs may be used as companion studies to 
" Estudian tina " : 
SOPRA.NO OR MEZZO SOPRANO 
"Love in Springtime" ......... ... . . .............. .. ..... .. . .Ardite 
"Sunshine Song" . . . . . ....... . . ... . .. .... .. .. GTieg 
"Summer" .. , . . ...... ... . ...... . ... . .... . .... ..... .... Chaminade 
CONTRALTO OR MEZZO SOPRANO 
"Since First I Met Thee" ... .... . ...... ... ... . . . .. . Rubinstein 
''The Maids of Cadiz'' ....... .. ..... . .. . . . . . ... . . . ........ . . . Tosti 
"Sapphic Ode" ............ . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. ... . .. ... . .... . . Bmhms 
TENOR 
"Love a Captive"... . ... . ...... . ............ Chaminade 
"La Donna e Mobile" (Rigoletto) .. ... .. . ... .. . . .. .... .. .. .. Ve?·di 
(Plume in the Summer W ind) 
"Ah! Sweet My Love" .. .. ......... .... . . .......... ... . .. . . Bmhms 
BARITONE OR BASS 
"The Toreador Song" (Carmen) .... . ... ..... ... . . . .. . . . . . ... Bizet 
"Bedouin Love Song" . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . .. ... P.insuti 
"Hearest Thou?" . ............. . ... .. .... . .... .. . .... ...... Mattei 
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English words arranged by George Crampton. 
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A Course of Singing Lessons Lesson No. 87 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON (This lesson and Lesson No. 88 s hould be s tudied together. ) 
INTONATION-HOW TO SING IN TUNE 
Singing with pure intonation and singing in tune are generally accepted as meaning one and the same thing. 
This is only partly correct, for singing in tune is only one of the two essentials of pure intonation, which are 
(1) To sing with pure tone quality; (2) To sing the tones with correct pitch or to sing in tune. The second essential 
is greatly dependent on the first, which means to say that it is impossible to sing absolutely in tune unl~ss your tone 
quality is pure. 
You have learned that pure tone quality is the result of correct tone production, which you have thoroughly 
··studied and practiced, but a few faults of voice production which directly lead to singing out of tune may be 
especially mentioned at this point: 
(1) Breathy tones and forced tones, the results of poor, in-
correct or forced breath control. Breathy tones are invariably 
flat, and forced tones are invariably sharp. 
(2) Open tones, the result of insufficient resonance, may be 
either sharp or flat. 
(3) Throaty tones, the result of contracting the throat, are 
usually flat. 
(4) Nasal tones, the result of closing or contracting the nasal 
cavities, are sharp. 
Singing in tune, practically considered, is dependent on the 
relation between the throat and ear. This implies that, as the 
voice and ear are under the immediate and absolute control of the 
brain, the voice should be capable of reproducing with unfailing 
, accuracy any tone which the ear has heard mentally in advance, and 
.:· t!J.'e ear should be able to recognize with equal certainty any tone 
produced by the voice. So yqu will easily realize that singing in 
tune depends, primarily, on the ability of the ear to recognize and 
appreciate the difference in the pitch of tones, which is commonly 
called musical ear; and, secondarily, on the ability of the voice to 
reproduce correctly any tone which the ear dictates. 
"Singing out of tune," "Singing off key," "Singing off pitch," 
are criticisms we frequently hear in connection with singers, and, 
as they all point to the same inability to maintain the correct pitch, 
we will first study briefly some of the reasons for this common 
fault or weakness of singers, for it can be frankly stated that 
every singer, from the beginner to the great singer, is liable to 
sing out of tune occasionally, either through fault or weakness. 
Singers• may vainly boast that t~ey never sing "out of tune," 
which statement is always · subject to the reply that perhaps they 
are unable to hear themselves, and are thus in a far worse condition 
than a singer who is conscious of an occasional failure to sing at 
the correct pitch. The truth of this will be realized by a study of 
the causes of singing out of tune. These may be divided broadly 
into physical weaknesses and musical faults. The physical causes of 
singing out of tune are: 
(1) Physical disability, the result of chronic or temporary indis-
position or physical relaxation, during which the singer is unable . 
to properly control the muscles of the vocal organs. (See Lesson 
No. 69.) 
Singers in this condition are conscious of this temporary weak-
ness, which affects the quality of the.ir tones as much as the pitch, 
but they are nevertheless unable to correct themselves. Although 
no general rule can be applied strictly in such cases, it may at least 
be said that no good can result from singing under such conditions, 
although i~ is a fact that the exercise of the vocal organs sometimes 
will relieve indigestion and other slight indispositions. 
Professional singers of reputation will refuse. to sing if they are 
suffering from physical indispositions, unless the situation abso-
lutely depends on their appearance. T}le general public has no real 
conception of the heroic sacrifices made by singers in appearing 
sometimes under the most painful and distressing physical condi-
tions, realizing that the all-knowing critic will be only too ready 
to accuse them of false intonation. 
(2) Nervousness is another physical cause of singing out of 
tune, and is the result of a temporary failure to control the vocal 
organs on account of a lack of self confidence. Practice and 
experience are the great cures for a singer's nervousness. 
The musical faults that contribute to singing out of tune are: 
(1) Lack ofmusical ear. This, fortunately, is a very rare fault, for 
a total lack of musical ear means absolute inability to either appre-
ciate or distinguish the pitch of tones (high or low); this is either 
a serious natural defection in the ear-drum or auditory nerve, or 
the result of disease. Such cases are so rare that they are scarcely 
worth mentioning, except as they present an opportunity to point out 
the difference between such an impossible condition for a ,singer and 
the very possible one of the lack of cultivation of the musical ear, 
which may be trained and developed to an astonishing degree. 
It is a common experience that people who could :ti:ot at first 
distinguish one tone from another eventually obtained that power 
in a very high degree through training and practice. Lack of cul-
tivation of the musical ear is, therefore, a musical fault, and can 
. certainly be gradually corrected by practi~e, both in listeniilg and 
singing. 
(2) Neglect or irregularity of practice is another musical 
fault which often results in singing out of 'tune. The singer 
invited to sing after a period of vocal inactivity is unable at first 
to sing .at the correct pitch, because the vocal organs refuse to !J.Ct 
readily and promptly on account of stiffness in the various muscles, 
which need exercise before they can respond promptly and maintain 
the pitch desired. 
It has often been observed that the singers at a Sunday morn-
ing service, having hurried to church probably an hour or so after 
rising, and after a hurried breakfast, are unable to sing in tune 
until quite late in the service. A famous choir director in London 
adopted an excellent plan in order to avoid this fault. He held a 
short choir practice each Sunday morning before service. This 
plan has now been adopted by several choir directors in America. 
(3) The commonest cause of singing out of tune is lack of 
ear cultivation, by which is meant not only the ability to distin-
guish and appreciate the different characteristics of intervals and 
their relation to the key, but also the ability to reproduce them 
correctly and readily . . Intervals are of varyiPg degrees of diffi-
culty, both to appreciate and to reproduce in singing. Directly a 
singer can appreciate by mental impressions the definite and char-
acteristic difference of every note of the scales, major or minor, 
one from the other, he can reproduce them correctly after very 
little practice, granting that the voice production is correct. 
The study of sight rea,ding and sight singing is the best and 
easiest way to develop ear cultivation, but, for the present, a series 
of exercises, vocalizzos, and selections from songs have been 
arranged in Lesson No. 88 for the special practice of singing in 
tune. Each exercise contains some. especial difficulty, and as a 
whole they include most of the intervals which singers usually fail 
to sing correctly. Every exercise should first be studied mentally, 
either by reading it over (see Note) or by listening to it as played 
on an instrument. When you can appreciate and distinguish each 
interval in your mind, then practice their reproduction by singing 
them correctly. 
.NOTE-Sight reading or sight singing does not necessarily 
mean the ability to read and sing notes correctly at first sight. The 
mental practice of reading notes by slowly ''picking out,'' as it were, 
the different intervals without the aid of an instrument, except to 
establish the key note, is most helpful to the cultivation of singing in 
tune and sight singing. 
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Exercises for the Practice of Correct Intonation 
The most difficult and elusive intervals to sing in tune are thirds 
and sixths, especially mi1wr thirds and sixths. Exercises Nos. 1 and 2 
consist entirely of major and minor thirds. and sixths alternated,on the 
major and minor scales. Observe that the. notes are marked "A'/ . which 
means they must be practiced very marcato, legato being entirely 
eliminated. Each interval must therefore be_ distinctly and vigorously 
sung with "no_sliding up or. down" to or from the upper tone. 
This method of practice will help you to decide at once as to the 
correctness of your ear. Practice. at first without accompaniment,after 
Exercise NQ 1 
Slowl MAJOR & MINOR THIRD 
. A '~ 1\ ·A 
Ah Ah Ah 
" " " " 
A 1\ 
Practice also in tM Minor Keys of IJ, Eb &! F. 
Exercise NQ 2 
wly MAJOR & .MINOR SI A 
" A A 
" " " 
-e. 
. Ah Ah 
Ah 
" 
-e-
Practice also in. t!te Minor Keys of IJb &! IJ. 
you have obtained the key of the exercise and the pitch of the first note. 
This may be difficult, but you are earnestly advised to persevere both 
in mental practice, by "thinking" the pitch of the tones, and in unac-
companied practice, as this is the only certain way to realize the 
difference between the. various intervals and to cultivate the quick-
ness and readiness of the. musical ear so necessary to singers. 
Test the_ accuracy of your tones occasionally by the aid of an 
instrument, but try to be independent of any aid. 
Ah Ah Ah 
" " " " "" " 
"""A 
" 
" " " 
" " " 
A 
Ah Ah Ah 
" " " " 
A A 
Exercise NQ 3 i!'! on the Minor Arpeggios. This exercise .. should also be practiced without .accompaniment until the ear can correctly real-
ize, and the voice can correctly reproduce, each interval. Then practice with the accompaniment. 
Slowly 
Exercise N9 ~
" ~v A/1.· ~~v ~" ~J+ 1\ A 1\ 1\ V " A " " " 
t I I I I I 
'IJ+ 
Ah 
' 
Ah 
' 
Ah 
' 
Ah . 
-
. . 
. 
-
f. 
-e-· -e-
- ~· - ' 
. 
. 
Practice also in tlte Minor Keys of IJb& IJ. 
Exercise N'? 4 consists of a series of thirds on the chord of the diminished seventh in the minor key. This exercise will demand your 
very best attention. The succession of minor thirds is very elusive, and you must use great mental concentration in order to realize these inter-
vals without.assistance .. Practice very slowly and softly,_ and persevere.Ifyou can sing this exercise• correctly your ear cultivation is excellent. 
E NO 4 xerctse 
fl. Slow~ 
" v " " ~AV ~ "-" " " ~ .J+ " " A " " • " A \/ " - A 
' ff~ ....... - ff .. 
--flJ+ J ' ~h ' Ah ' ~h I. 
-. 
t 
---- --
. 
. . 
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Singing Lesson N? 88 Soprano, M-ezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
Exercise .. N<;>_ 5 is a Run from "The Messiah" (Handel). This 
exercise at first appearance looks easy. _ You have to try it without ac-
companiment to find out your. mistake. 
Exercise .N9 5 From "THE _MESSIAH" Handel _ A 
The 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th measures are not easy to sing in 
perfect tune even ¥lith accompaniment. The descending minor scale 
wilLrequire.very careful practice. 
A 
fl L p J ;.( rest~ss~mo ( :144) ___ ntfmarca 0 ~ f.. ~ ~----... tr .,. A tr, ~ --
. 
@. I I 
- -
11~ ~ I 
-
..... 
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-
- - - - - -
er's 
~ L I 0 - ~ 19- .. .----._ 
-
. I -~ 
.• -
II!:. Y: -...J. Tl!' '--,. .k ......._I /p F=i=Fi ~ p - f p p -" ~ ~ I I ~ I • • • . 
ft• • • • q-6 ?; tt" I I -
-~ A r- ~A fl I fr II ,.... >--.., n ---------.. L I ,..., A > 
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fl '- .. I .----._ L .~ -t .,.. ~ 
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Exercise N9 6 is a passage from "Alfio's Song" in "Cavalleria Rusticana" (Mascagni). This peculiar passage is syncopated in rhythm 
and its key tonality is so elusive that singers always findit difficult to sing in correct rhythm and atthe_same time in tune. Practice without 
accompaniment untiL you have realized both the rhythm and . the intervals. 
My dear wife keeps watch 
-
~~ -----~ ~ ~ A 
--
~ ~ 1:--- A II~ 
l! I I 
---
::..---~- _.,_- 11 -
-
der and true is she 
' 
Her heart's my_ sweet -est treas-ure, Her 
~~ 
' 1!-
'.j ~-~ 1)-j- "il li-T • I'• ~tt-l '1-j 'i l >~ . ) ~ 
" 
i\ I. 
~::; ~i t;J .. ... tHI ... b1 q .. 
fl~ 
A )-41 
- ~ ----1 A 1 A .I ' 
. 
·@. r r r 
afi t~~ y r ,;~ love's my bright- est pleas~ure, She's __ t e world to me ... ! 
.. 
I 
' @. 
~-= i l~i .. I ... ~-~ ~i 'i -~j 'i ~j 'i 
' 
I 
' 
j) ') l j., __ b. r\ \ i\ \ t\ 
. 
. 
- ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ -41 D-41 ... D-41 ... 
NOTE: Singers are always inclined to think that because a song is full of "accidentals" it is conseqnently difficult to sing in tune. This is by no 
means the case; hut on the contrarv, singers have the greatest difficulty in singing in tune on very simple songs, and especial~y in pianissimo 
passages. As yo·u learned in Lesson NfJ 87, the comm.onest ca·use of singing out of tune is lack of ear training. Unaccompanied practice of in-
tertJals is the onl.lf wa.'l/ to co1'rect tkis weakness. 
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Exercises for the Practice of Correct Intonation 
The most difficult and elusive intervals to sing in tum~ are thirds 
and sixths, especially minor thirds and sixths. Exercises Nos.l and 2 
consist entirely of major and minor thirds and sixths alternated, on the 
major and minor scales. Observe that the notes are marked "11.~ which 
means they must be practiced very marcato, legato being entirely. 
eliminated. Each interval must therefore be distinctly and vigorously 
sung with "no sliding up or down" to or from the upper tone. 
This method of practice will help you to decide at once as to the 
correctness of your ear. Practice at first without accompaniment, 
after you have obtained the key of the exercise and the pitch of the 
first note. This may be difficult, but you are earnestly advised .to 
persevere, both in mental practice, by "thinking" the pitch of the 
tones, and in unaccompanied practice, as this is the only certain 
way to realize the difference between the various intervals and to 
cultivate the quickness and readiness of the musical ear so necessary 
to singers. 
Test the accuracy of your tones occasionally by the aid of an 
instrument, but try to be independent of any aid. 
Exercise N<? 1 
MAJOR AND MINOR "THIRDS 
Slowly/\ A A A A A A A A A A 
Ah __ _ Ah __ _ 
A A A A A A 
Practice also t:fhe Minor Keys of A, Bb, B, ])b& ]). 
Exercise N9 2 MAJOR AND MINOR _ SIXTHS 
... uSlowlyA A A . A 
,_ n~ n . 
A A 
A I A I 
A A 
/1. I A I AA A A A A A All. 
I 
t 
I 
7J" -,j- £,/ r;J ...... 
Ah __ _ Ah __ _ Ah __ _ 
A 1 A~ 
~~ ~ -e- 7J" ?)- "3' ~ ~ -e-
Practice also in the Minor Keys of (J & Ab. 
Ah ___ , 
A A 
A I A I 
Ah _ _ _ 
A A 
/1. 'f /1. 'i 
Ah 
Exercise N? 3 is on the Minor Arpeggios . This exercise sh9uld also be practiced without accompaniment until the ear can correctly 
reali.ze, and the voice can correctly reproduce, each interval. Then practice with the accompaniment. 
Exercise NO 3 f'l~SlowVJi /1. t~ II ~A\/ :--: /1. ~~AI/ /~~ 
. 
'!. 
"t .. • T - - ... t!. • 
f'l~ ' Ah ' Ah ' 
Ah . . 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
f ...... ..... . 
~ . ~·-
. 
. 
. 
-e-. U• 
Practice also in the Minor Keus of (J & Ab · 
Exercise N<? 4 consists of a series of thirds on the chord of_ the diminished seventh in the minor key. This exercise will demand your 
very best attention. The succession of minor thirds is very elusive, and you must use great mental concentration in order to realize thef>e 
intervals without assistance. Practice very slowly and softly,_ and persevere.Ifyoucansing this exercise correctlyyourearcultivationisexcellent. 
Ex NO 4 erC!se Siowly~ 
f'l L -~v /1. A /1. /1. ~ ~~ A f_ A /1. \/ /1. A /1. \I A /1. -~ 
t 
q!h. 
---
-......! - • ... 7~ -,;- . • ?)-. 
ltl ., Ah ' Ah ' Ah . 
. 
. 
e -6- • . .. ~: ~: 
. 
Practwe also ~n the M~nor KeJj.s of 0, ])b,]) & Eb. (over) 
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Singing Lesson N9 88 Contralto, Baritone or .Bass 
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Exercise N<? 6 is a passage from "Alfio' s Song" in "Cavalleria Rusticana" (Mascagni). This peculiar passage is syncopated in rhythm 
and its key .tonality.is so elusive that singers always find it difficult to sing in correctrhythm_and at the same time in tune.Practice without 
accompaniment until yo.u have realized both the rhythm and the intervals. 
Ten-
~u -~  b. l A 
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--~ -~' ~-- A 11.------
1!. I -~ 
--
::---~ _'"!_ 
-
der and true is she 
' 
Her heart's my sweet -est treas-ure, Her 
~ ~ ~u '-4 f,~ ~"• '11 Ii-i- 11 1''11 ~tt-l .,.., "i l >':: ~ 
' ~ 
' 
r'\ r\ - r'\_ I. ) 
. 
. 
-
'---
A~ ~i • D .. .. p., .. q b"i "'i 
• ~ Jj A ____,-
--
u A I A 
~ r '. r ~fi t!e w:rld r love's my bright- est pleas-ure, __ She's __ to me 
1\u 
.l 
' f,-: i I f,i .. '-i ~~ f,i i 'f,-j ll f,j • ~ ) 
"' 
l. b. ~ :\ r-. 
. 
. 
~- ~ ~ ~ 
""" 
.. D., -.. ~ ... 
NOTE-: Singers are alwa,ys inclined to tMnk tl<at because a song is full of "accident-:tls" it is consequently difficult to sing in tune. This is b,y niJ 
means the case; 1Jut on the contrr,erv, singers have the greatest diffieulty in singing in tune on very simple songs, .and especially in pianissimo 
passaffes. A s you lea'rnetl in Les;;on NfJ 87, the commonest cause of singing out of tune is lack of ear train{ng. Unaccompanied practice of in-
tervals is the onl.1J way to cm·rect this weakness. · ' . 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LES-SON N'/ 89 
by George . Crampton Soprano, MeZzO• Soprano or Tenor 
The Dynamics of Singing 
Sostenuto· Crescendo·Diminuendo·Messa di Voce 
The Dynamics (intensity or loudness). of vocal tones include every 
possible degree of intensity of to~e from (pp) pianissimo to<U')double 
forte. You must take· care not to confuse intensity of tonewithvolume 
of tone in singing. Intensity of tone is loudness of tone and depends 
on the .degree of breath pressure. Volume of tone is roundness or full· 
ness of tone, and has 'been frequently mentioned in this course; it de-
pends on the proper use-of the resonance cavities. · 
The study of the Dynamics of singing ~ncludes: 
(1) SOSTENUTO (soh-st~n-noo'-toh), The ability to sustain tones or 
phrases with one .unvarying int~~sity of tone, pianissimo, piano, 
mezzo-forte, fort~ or double forte, during their full time value 
without aacrificing th_e qua_}i ty of tone. 
Illustration NQ 1 
808~UtO . 
. ~0 e> W j J · • II 
Ah ____ _ 
(2) CRESCENDO, The ability to increase the intensity of a sustainedtooe 
from pianissimo to forte slowly and evenly without sacrificing the 
quality of tone. 
Illustration N9 2 
Crescendo pp ;{_ 
~" . w ff 'e' ± 1 I II 
Ah , 
(3) DIMINUENDO, The ability to decrease the intensity of a sustained 
tone from forte to pianissimo slowly and evenly without sacrific-
ing the quality of tone. . 
Illustration N~ 3 
.Diminuendo f pp 
,., e> j ·_ e' t J. • II · 
Ah , 
'(4) MESSA DI VOCE. (mes-sah-de-voll-cheh), Literally, "The display 
of the voice." The combination of Crescendo and Diminuendo, or 
the ability to increase and diminish the intensity of a sustained 
tone from pianissimo to forte and from forte to pianissimo, or 
from forte to P-ianissimo and pianissimo to forte, without sacri-
ficing the qualtty of tone. (See Note N9 1) 
Illustration N9 4 
Nessa di tJOCtJ 
~., PP-==.1===--PP e> 1-efJ.#I Ah ____ _ 
You will at once realize that the proper execution of these four 
dynamics of singing is principally dependent on1J61:foctfireatlt control: 
Their practice is especially beneficial and strengtheniug'·to the vocal 
organs. If you practice .the exercises given below faithfully and reg-
ularly, your voice wilf increase in volume, steadiness and quality, and ' 
your breath control will develop a surprising degree of end~rance 
and strength. 
The study and practice of the Dynamics of singing is popularly 
considered a primary vocal study, which, however, is incorrect,for their 
proper execution requires a thorough study of voice production and 
the greatest mastery of breath 'control in order to preserve the 
quality of tone. 
Rules for practicing the Dynamics of singing: 
(1) Prepare the breath control. . 
(2) Attack the tones correctly o·n the roundest sound of the vowels. 
(3) Sustain the tones poised above the breath by sustaining the same 
breath pressure. and not by forcing the breath on the tones, and 
also by preserving the round sound of the vowel. 
(4) . Avoid the tendency of forte to degenerate into mezzo-forte, and 
piano to mezzo tforte, by concentrating your thoughts on the 
tone as you sing, 
It is obvious that you cannot mru the intetl8i'f1/ _of a tone correct-
ly until you can sWJtain it perfectlv at eV6f V intemitg, .. so we shall 
first study Sostenuto. . . 
. In your eady lessons you practiced sustained tones and phrases 
for the exercise of breathing and resonance. It is, therefore, very 
probable that you can sing Sostenuto at every degree of intensity 
e:rcept pianisrimo. ' 
·In Exercise N9 1, Sostenuto tones are practiced at four different 
degrees of intensity, viz., pp, p, '"If, and f, but always with the 
same roundness or volume. The pianissimo and piano tones are dif-
ficult to sustain without sacrificing the volume and the quality. Take 
the greatest care to attack these tones correctly but gentlg and del-
lcatelu on the roundest sound of the vowel "ahf and to sustain them 
evenly and steadily by the firmest control of your breath, remember-
ing always that pianissimo tones. require th8 least lJreath pressure !Ju.t 
the greatest lJreath control. It is easy to singimpurepiaruSsimotonesby 
sacrificing the volume or quality of the tone in allowing the breath 
pressure to become too great, which can only result in breathy tone. 
It is diff'wult to Binga puf'!J piatt.lssimo·t01111. The ·11ft and f tones will be . 
comparatively easy to sing after your -previous practice. 
The following Exercises, Sostenuto 1, Crescendo 2, Diminuendo 
3, Messa di Voce 4 must be transposed and practiced as indicated. 
· Sopranos, Mez~o-Sopranos and Tenors practice in all keys from C 
to G. Contraltos, Baritones and Basses practice in all keys from A!J to &. 
Exercise N9 1 
s ea· d <J SOSTENUTO 1 ) S: t . ed (d ) s tal d (d Jl L 
"' 
t.ne ~ 80 »~ ' us t.ne = 80 m tnn = 80 »It '-' U8 ne = 80 
., l,pp Ah , 1. pp Ah , 1. pp Ah 1.pp Ah 
2.p Ah 2. p Ah 2. p Ah 
, 
2 . .,. Ah 
, 
. , , , , 
3.7Ah , ~:7~ , 3.7Ah ' 3. Ah , ~ ~· Ah , » . A 
' 
4. Ah , » ~ 4. Ah , 
., 
~ n ,, lb n ~ -e- b~ .. 
,. 1'- ~ ,. 
-
,. ~ ~ ,. 
-
..... 
" 
..... 
"» 
U8 at.ne = 80 
"' 
t.ne = 80 I »li U8 atn : I = I 
' 
s t . d (d ) S t · ed (d so) 
..,1.' pp Ah , l.pp Ah 
' 
1. pp Ah l.pp Ah 
2. p Ah 2. p Ah 2. p Ah 
, 
2. p Ah 
, 
, , , , 
3.yAh 3:!7 Ah __ _ t.. 3.~Ah , 3.7Ah , l"»· Ah , ~-4 . Ah " · · ~4i' Ah. 4. Ah ,_ , , , 
0 
~ 
., ... .. 'V ... . . v v 
-
... ... 
'"' 
v ... · v v ..... 
0 .. n n n n n 
r r r I .I I I I I I I I I I I 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton 
LESSON N989 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
The Dynamics of Singing 
Sostenuto· Crescendo ·Dhirlnuendo·Messa di Voce 
The Dynamics (intensity or loudness) of vocal tones inclulie every 
possible degree of intensity of tone from (pp) pianissimo to(ff)double 
forte. You must take care not to confuse.intensity of tonewithvolume 
of tone in singing. Intensity of tone is loudness of tone and depends 
on the degree of breath pressure. Volume of tone is roundness or full-
ness of tone, and has been frequently mentioned in this course; it de-
pends on the proper use of the resonance cavities. 
The study of the Dynamics of singing includes: 
' (1) SOSTENUTO (soh-st~n-noo'-toh), The ability to sustain tones or 
phrases 'with one unvarying intensity of tone, pianissimo, piano, 
mezzo-forte, forte or double forte, during their full time value 
without ·sacrificing the quality of tone. 
Illustration NQ 1 
Sostenuto 
~n e> -e- j J. l II 
'Ah-----, 
(2) CRESCENDO, The ability to increase the intensity of a sustainedtoo.e 
from pianissimo to forte slowly and evenly without sacrificing the 
quality of tone. Iilustrc>~ion N9 2 
Crescendo pp ;[_ 
~" e' 1 <e £ 1 #II 
Ah ' (3) DIMINUENDO, The ability to decrease the intensity of a sustained 
tone from forte to pianissimo· slowly and evenly without sacrific-
ing the quality of. tone. 
Illustration N9 3 
.Diminuendo f pp 
~H e> j 'e' ± J' l II 
_ . Ah , -
(4) MESSA DI VOCE (mes-sah-de-von-cbeh), Literally, "The display 
of the voice." The combination of Crescendo and Diminuendo, or 
the ability to increase and diminish the intensity of a sustained 
tone from pianissimo to forte. and from forte to pianissimo, or 
from forte to pianissimo and pianissimo to forte, without sacri-
ficing the qu~ity of tone. (See Note NQ 1) 
Illustration N9 4 
Messa di voce _ PP-====.t'=-PP 
~., e> I -afJ . JI 
Ah ____ _ 
You will at once realize that the proper execution of these four 
dynamics of singing is principally dependent OnJJ8rfoctfireathcontrol. 
Their practice is especially beneficial and strengthening to the vocal 
organs. If "you practice . the exercises given below faithfully and reg-
ularly, your voice will increase in volume, steadiness and quality, and 
your breath control will develop a surprising degree of endurance 
and strength . 
The study and practice of the Dynamics of singing is popularly 
considered a primary vocal study, which, however, is incorrect,for their 
proper execution requires a thorough study of voice production and 
th_e greatest mastery of breath control in order to preserve the 
quality of tone. 
Rules for practicing the Dynamics of singing: 
(1) Prepare the breath control. 
(2) Attack the tones correctly on the roundest sound of the vowels . 
(3) Sustain the tones poised above the breath by sustaining the same 
breath pressure and not by forcing tlfe breath on the tones, and 
also by preserving the round sound of the yowel. 
(4) _Avoid the tendency of forte to degenerate into mezzo-forte, and 
piano to mezzo forte, by concentrating your thoughts on the 
tone as you sing, 
It is obvious that you cannot vary. the intensity of a tone correct-
ly until you can sustain it perfectly at e·very intensitg, . so we shall 
first study Sostenuto. . 
In your early lessons you practiced sustained tones and phrases 
for the exercise of breathing and resonance. It is, therefore, very 
probable that you can sing Sostenuto at every degree of intensity 
e.xcept pianissimo. 
. ln 'Exercise N9 11 Sostenuto tones are practiced at four different 
degrees of intensity, viz., pp, p, mJ', and f, but always with the 
same roundness or volume. The pianissimo and piano tones are dif-
ficult to sustain without sacrificing the volume and the quality. Take 
the greatest care to attack these tones correctly but gently and del· 
'icately on the rounde!;!t sound of the vowel "ah:' and to su..c<tain them 
evenly and steadily by the firmest control _of your breath, remember-
ing always that pianissimo tones. require the least breath pressure. but' 
the greatest breath control. It is _ easy to sing impure piam5simo tones by 
sacrificing the volume or quality of the tone in allowing the -breath 
pressure to become too great, which can only result in breathy tone. 
It is difficult ro tn'ng a pure pianissimo toM. The '111/ and f tones will be 
. cdmparatively easy to sing after your previous practice. 
The.following Exercises, Sostenuto .11 Crescendo 2, Diminuendo 
. 31 Messa di Voce 4 must be transposed and practiced as indicated. 
Sopranos, Mezzo-Sopranos and Tenors practice in all keys from C 
to G. Contraltos,Baritonesand BassespracticeinallkeysfromA~ to El>. 
Exercise N9 1 SOSTENUTO 
~ Sustained (J - 30) - I Sustained (J - 30) - » Sustained (J - 30) - I Sustained (J - 30) -
~1. pp'Xh 
-
-.. ..... ~ ~· ~ ..... -u. 
' 
1. ppAh 
' 
1. ppAh 
' 
1. ppAh 
' 2. pAh 
' 
2. p Ah 
' 
2. p Ah 
' 
2. p Ah 
' 3."'/Ah 
' 
3 . 1Ah 
' 
3. '1lfl' Ah 
' 
3. 'llfi'Ah , 
~4. Ah 
' 
4. Ah 
' 
4. f Ah 
' 
4. f Ab 
. ' 
~ -6 o<! -6 
-6 
-
"' 
..... ~ - -~ - · 
L l~b I~ ~ 0 
I I I I 
"' 
~ 
rs- "' 
'tJ' 
"' 
l'r 
"'" "" 
'tJ' ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-
A ol ~ Sustained (J : ao) Sustained ( J : 30) Sustained J : 30 
-· 
Sustained J : 30 
ppAh ____ _ 
p Ah ____ _ 
'1lfl' Ah -----fAh ___ _ 
l.pp Ah ____ _ 
2.p Ah _____ _ 
3.mj'Ah ____ _ 4.f Ah _____ _ 
1. pp A.~l.-----2. p Ah ____ _ 
3 . '1lfl' Ah ____ _ 
4. f Ah ___ _ 
1. PP Ah ____ _ 
2. p Ah ____ __ 
3.nrf' Ah ____ _ 
4. f Ah _____ _ 
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Singing Less6n NQ 89 Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
. . O~serving all the rules just give~, P!actice ~Prcise N'? 2 thoughtfully and carefully. You must take care to avoid making the Crescendo 
Jerkily mstead of evenly. The followmg tllustratwns show you the correct and incorrect conception of Crescendo.~_,--.. 
-
-=============================· ~ Illustration N<? 5 Illustration NO 6. "'---------'-------.-........___........_-
Observe that Crescendo primarily means pianissimo and only lastly indicates forte. 
tone as the brea,th pressure increases. 
Exercise J:.o 2 j j CRESCENDO 
You must take care to avoid "sharping" the pit::h of the 
" 
'ustained (, : 60 to 30) Sustai?uJd( : 60 to 30) 
eJ 
- - -~· "' "' u• pp-p-p-"'!f'--f pp-p-p-1111'--f 
Ah , Ah (See Note N'! 2) ' 
" 
., 
-t! "1! It-;! -<! 
--
"' I 1.1. 
: 
I I I ,I 
Sustained (j : 60 to 30) r .t "'"~ "(J 
pp-_p-p-mf--f 
AlL , P.P-:-:-P--P-"''.f--f Ah ' 
The execution of Diminuendo requires greater attention and prac-
tice than Crescendo. The Diminuendo from f to pianissimo must be 
accomplished evenly and not by decreasing fhe breath pressure in a 
Illustration N'? 7 ====~========~=====-
Tile Correct conception of tl~e Diminuendo . 
a Sustained r. = 60 to 30) Sustai!d(, :60to30) 
u u Q 
pp-p-p-mj'-f pp-p-p-nif-f 
Ah 
' 
Ah 
' a 
.., 
_) lb lb 0 
~ b" 
"'" 
~ 0 ~ ~ 19- 19-
-30) 
pp-p--p-nlf-f 
Ali ' 
PP:-:P--P-nif-:f 
Ah 
series of jercks. The following illustrations show you the correct and 
incorrect conceptions of Diminuendo. 
The Incorrect conception of tke Diminuendo. 
Take particular care to avoid flatting the pitch of the tone as the breath pressure diminishes . 
Exercise N9 3 J J DIMINUENDO J 
II Sustained ( = 60 to 30) I Sustained( : 60 to 30) ~ Sustained( : 60 to 30) L Sustained{ : 60 to 80) 
eJ 
- - ""¥#-• 
II 
i--nif-p--pp 
ee Note N9 2) ' 
., ~ ;!! ;!! 1! 
-IL 
I I I _1 
~~~Jl Sustaineq(d : 60 to 30) 
eJ ~----nlf'-p-pp 
~~~~ 
' 
., I~ 1! 
0 
19- 19- rt -
Messa di Voce is the most ef-
fective use of the Dynamics of tone, 
but the most difficult to accom-
plish. Its perfect execution demands 
the greatest possible mastery of 
breath control . 
In your practice, avoid reach-l 
ing the climax of the effect too 
early by increa;;i?tg the breath pres-
sure too soon in the crescendo and 
decreasing it too soon in the dim-
inuendo. The tone must be sus-
tained at the same unvarying pitch 
and quality. It must only vary in 
intensity. It is improbable that you 
will be able to execute this beauti-
ful and effective exercise perfectlY, 
until you have practiced it for a l 
long period. Its study and prac-
tice however, is in the highest de-
gree beneficial. 
u · u r:;; -.:y u Qo 
f--"'!1'-p-pp f--"'!1'-p--pp f-------'T1if-p -pp 
Ah 
' 
Ah 
' 
Ah 
' L a 
0 -u 
I bb, II. bi 0 
~r. 1"" ~ f .t ~ tT . lJ s!ta~ttl(d r :to 30~ Su.~i'ained(J : 60 to 30) s.J.ota-&nea(d : 60 to 80) ~ 
~-nif-p-pp 
' 
) 
fh-11!/'-p-pp 
h ' ~ 
~--11!/'-p-t; 
~ ~ l"?t' ~ ~ ~-~ ~-~ fi- ~ ~ ~ i ti-I 1 
v v v 0 
Exerctse NO 4 J 
.. sustained( :60 to 30) 
MESSA DI VOCE j 
I Sustained( ~60 to 30) ~ Sustained( :60 to 30) Sustained( :60 to 30) 
liJ 
- -- ~- "' -....,- <7• 0 U u• PP-fJ -mJ'-f -'Wff-fJ-1P PP P-111/'-f-mj'- p-pp pp-p- 11!/'- f-mj!P-PP PP-11-11!/'- f-11!/'-P-PP 
Ah ' Ah- Ah Ah (See Note Nf! 2) ' ' ' .. I u 
liJ 
"" 
-<!! 
"" "" 
-
.., .., 
I L li.i. lb, I~ 0 
I I I ,I rr r;- =Jfo; n- f!J t ~ n- ff: Jt ~-
,. ~ ~ Sustained(J :60 to 30) SustaiiuJa J: o 80) ) Sustained(d ;§0 to 30) ~SustainedJ.J. ;Jj 0 to 80) 
e.~ PPft-"""-f-mf-p-pp 
~a~ h ' PP~-11!/'- f- 11!/'-~-PP 
PP:(h -11!/'- f-mj'-p-PP PP;f.-ml'~f-mf-p-PP 
- ' ~ ' 
eJ It!'! r1!! ~ ~ P~?{ # "1~ '.."9-~ Itt ~~ ~~~~ tt ,, 
"' 
I -.1 
-
c; c; c; .., tt ft 
,NOTE No 1. Mes~fa di Voce must not. be cOt/fused with Meua Voce J.~ NOTE N9 2. Tke pos_it. ion of the. expression maries in Exercises Nos. (mlid-!6uh.:Vult-chi!kJ meCM,.flft "Aall ..:uo.ice" lJLe••a..Jti:J.ne.is A-form of .ll 9 and .1. I'U'JL.LinlU-i7JUuuuul to JMurrrpot thp ;,.,_,AD..~m"''"' a..-. 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS 
by George Crampton LESSON N? 90 
The Dynamics of Singing (continued) 
You have learned that the Dynamics of singing. include every pos-
sible degree of intensity from pp to ff. Although the exercises in 
Lesson Nl? 89, included only the dynamic effects of pp,p, mj', and 
f, their correct execution would include every ordinary degree of in-
tensity .possible from pianissimo to forte. 
There·are other degrees of intensity indicated and used in singing 
in addition to those above mentioned. Some are merely differentterms 
indicating the same degree of intensity, while others are used for 
special effects. In order that you may understand their proper mean-
ing, and their relation to the degrees of intensity already mentioQ.ed', 
the following Summary of Dynamics is arranged for your study. 
TERM 
Pianissimo 
Piano 
Sotto Voce. 
Mezzo Piano 
Mezzo Forte 
Forte 
Fortissimo 
Sforzando 
Rinforzando 
SUMMARY OF DYNAMICS 
TERMS INDICATING SOFTNESS 
PRONUNCIATION ABBREVIATI 0 N MEAI'Ilm3 
Pe'-ah-nis:se-moh pp Very soft. 
Pe-ali-noh p Soft. 
Soht-toh-voli-cheh Subdued (soft) . 
MM:zoh Pe-ali-noh mp Moderately soft. 
TERMS INDICATING LOUDNESS 
Med'-zoh Fohr-teh nif Moderately loud. 
Fohr'-t~h f_ Loud . 
Fohr-tis'-se-moh ff Very .loud. 
S{ohr-tsa}u(-doh l!fo1 .if or > With special or sudden loudness. 
Rin-for-tsahn'-doh if "Reinforcing:' with additional loudness. 
TERMS INDICATING VARYING DEGREES OF LOUDNESS ,AND SOFTNESS 
Crescendo I Kreh-shen-doh cresc.or pp-=J:f Gradually increasing in loudness. 
Diminuendo ~De-mee'-noo.€n'-doh dim. or-.ff-::=-pp Gradually decreasing in loudness . 
TERMS INDICATING BOTH INTENSITY AND TEMPO 
Morendo Mo~-reri;Io~1 _ I mor. ~~ "Dying away" gradually diminishing 
Smorzando Smor-tsahri-doh smorz. ~in loudness and pace. 
Observe (1) The correct meaning of crescendo first implies. pian- The proper execution of sforzando in a piano passage requires 
issimo or piano, and the term diminuendofirstimpliesmeWforteor forte; great skill and delicacy. Rinforzando does not mean double sforzando, 
and (2) The two terms morendo and smorzando indicate nol only a de- but rather a strongly sustained sforzando or forte or 1rif. Thus, when 
crease in loudness but also a decreasedorslower tempo. · rinforzando is used after sforzando, it contradicts the diminuendo or-
There are two dynamic effects in the above summary which will re- dinarily implied after rifz, and sustains the degree of loudness obtained 
quire especial attention, namely sforzando and rinforzando. Sforzando, by the attack of .'if.z;. 
altho!lgh it implies ''force" does not mean "forcing the tone'! but a Exercises Nos. 1 and 2, contain examples of the special dynamic 
sudden loudness which is immediately followed by a diminuendo. The effects of sforzando and rinforzando. Practice them first bymakingthese 
degree of J.oudness in both sforzando and rinforzando is dependent on special effects from mf' to sf to rf, and afterwards from p to sf to if, 
the degree of loudness preceding them in a song or phrase; for ex- taking great care that the sf and rf in this practice should be scarce-
ample, in a song or phrase marked f, the attack of the sforzando ly more thanf. You must also take great carewithyour breath con-
must be louder than f, . and the close of the .'ifo not softer than f· trol, and avoid any tendency to force either the breath or the tone in 
making these special dynamic effects. 
SOPRANO, MEZZO SOPRANO OR TENOR 
Ex. N9 
\! ,qf"--===-.. I I sf'===-
r I~ . I"':;;:== \I r:==:- \I 1!7? II ·ro II rq=-I I ' I I I I , 
' 
Ah 
' 
Ah Ah ____ , Ah ' 
1st time .f jo p · 
2nd time 1'/if: to pp 
Pract-ice also in tlie-keus of E, F, fi'# & 0. 
Ah---
Ex. N9 ¥ jCp pi"fi? v p 
Guard Thou my soul, 
2nd time practice 7'/if to pp Borne by Thy on love 
CONTRALTO BARITONE OR BASS 
Ex. N9 1 ~~~ r;; v 1~ v 1fiJ: \I lfi?? II r:==-• rl I 
Ah , Ah , Ah ___ _ 
1st time f' to 'IJ • ' 
Ah 
' 
Ah 
2iui time '/rlf t(f' pp . 
Practice also in the .ke.vs of .IJb,.IJ & .Eb. 
i~ ~---A ~ 
Ex. N9 2 i)lf1 I y"'~v vJt? 
Guard Thou my soul, 
2nd time practicemJ· to pp 
v 
rinforzando 
rc1 ~ar· 
Borne by Thy love 
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Ah 
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Ah 
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d'z'm 
-- J J p ~ I J ""'""'"""' / 
wings of pray'r_ di 
II 
' I~ II I I~ 
' 
Ah 
' 
Ah 
dim 
v fjJ p I Jjgd 
on wings of pray'r _ 
II If v I II 
' 
Ah 
Jts:J II 
vine. 
\I 
f I d'==-
\I 
I II 
'~ 
J?rsJ. II 
di vine . 
(over) 
t 
Singing Lesson Nq 90 
Exercise N<? 3 is a splendid example of the effects made possible by the study of Dynami.s. This beautiful passage, from Bac~' s 
"Christmas Oratorio:' is by no means easy to execute correctly. The three Messa di Voce effects , each on a different word, will need · 
very careful practice . 
. 
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Exerci se N'! 4 is a passage from the song study in the next lesson, "Still as the Nightf' in which sfo rzando, rinforzando, f, nif, mp 1 
p, pp a nd morendo occur, and also crescendo and diminuendo . Practice exactly as indicated and follow very carefully the instructions given 
in this lesson and the previous one as to the correct executi on of each Dynamic effect . 
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'LESSON NQ 91 
Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
Still as the N tght 
(Still wie die Nacht) 
This beautiful German Lied will afford you some excellent 
though difficult practice of the use of Dynamics in Shading, the term 
usually applied to the proper and correct use of the different Dynamics. 
Although the melody, the rhythm and the phrasing of our Song 
Study are simyle) the shading is very elaborate and will demand the 
mastery of ptarussimo, sforzando,. rinforzando and messa di voce. 
"Still a& the Night" is in the strophic form of the Lied. Its song pic-. 
ture and mood are those of deep sentiment. Although it is a love song, 
its feeling: is much .more seriop.s than that of the usual love song~ there-
fore, your_ tone colors .must be rich and .intense. The climax or the 
Lied, in the eleventh phrase, should be_ sung with vibrancy and nasal 
resonance in order.to preserve theintensity of. the effect . You must 
Arranged by GEORGE CRAMPTON 
~ L 
• . 
Andante (o • : 60) 
~ I Quietly ~I 
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take great care to avoid any mere pr.ettiness or lightness in your tone 
colors. The Lied is very elaborately marked with the various Dyna -
mics,and the shading is very delicate. Observe the various temporary 
~itards of the tempo, which are invariably followed by a tempo . . 
Another great point of this Lied is the vowel sound "e/' which 
occurs so frequently in the English words, that the Song Study might 
be made a special study of the "e" sound. Sing this sound, "e? al-
ways easillf~ without contraction of the throat or forcing or pinching 
the tone. lf you do this yon will have no difficulty in shadmg the 
"e" sound as indicated. 
Practice strictly as marked in the crescendos and diminuendos, re· 
memberine- the old saying of a famous teacher, "When in doubt sing 
softly." 
CARL BOHM Op. 326, No. 27 
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LESSONN9 91 
]fezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
Still as the Ntght 
(Still wie die Nacht) 
This beautiful German Lied will afford you .some excellent 
though difficult practice of the use of Dynamics in Shading: the term 
usually applied to the proper and correct use of the different bynamics. 
Although .the melody, the rhythm and the phrasing of our Song 
Study are sim,PleJ the shading is very elaborate and will demand the 
mastery of ptamssimo, sforzando, rinforzando and messa di voce. 
"Still as the Night" is in the strophic form of the Lied. Its song pic-
ture and mood are those of deep sentiment. Alth{)ugh it is a love song, 
its feeling is much more serious than that of the usual love song~ there-
fore, your tone colors must be rich and intense. The climax ot the 
Lied, in the eleventh phrase, should be sung with vibrancy and nasal 
resonance in order to. preserve the intensity of the_effect . . You must 
Arranged by GEORGE CRAMPTON 
~ L 
t. 
Andante J : 6o 
take gteat care to avoid any mere prettiness or lightness in your tone 
colors. The Lied is very elaborately marked with the various Dyna-
mics,and the shading is very delicate . Observe the various temporary 
rJ-tards of the tempo, which are invariably followed by a te'mpo. 
Another gteat point. of this Lied is the vowel sound "el' which 
occurs so frequently in the English words, that the Song Study might 
be made a special study of the "e" sound. Sing this sound, "e'l al-
ways easilv~ without contraction of the throat or forcing or ,Pinching 
the tone. 1f you do this you will have no difficulty in shadmg the 
"e" sound.as indicated. 
Practice strictly as marked in the crescendos . and diminuendos, re-
membering the old saying of a famous teacher, "When in doubt sing 
softly." 
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Lesson No. 92 
TONE COLOR 
Tone color is another vocal term which is popularly misunder-
stood. It is usually confused either with the timbre (tim 'ber) of 
the voice and shading. The term tone color has been used fre-
quently in this course, and you will probably realize its proper 
meaning; but, in order to remove all possible doubt as to its real 
meaning and purpose, we will briefly contrast the entirely different 
meanings of timbre, shading and tone color. 
The timbre of the voice is the natural and individual (not good 
or bad) quality which distinguishes one voice from another, and is 
as evident in speaking as in singing. This individual quality can 
be developed and improved by voice culture. 
Shading, as we have learned in the Dynamics of singing, is the 
correct and artistic use of the different degrees of intensity (loud 
and soft) of vocal tone. 
Tone color, in its broadest sense, means the artistic use of the 
infinite varieties of the different qualities of tone made possible by 
the wonderful flexibility of the resonance cavities. You have al-
ready studied and practiced the use of tone color in a general way 
in the Sensations of Tone and also in certain Song Studies. 
Tone color considered in detail has three forms: 
(1) Elementary - the preparation and provision of proper 
resonance for the overtones generated by the fundamental tone; 
the moulding of the tone in the resonance cavities by the rounding 
of the vowels and the blending of the resonances. 
(2) Technical-the thoughtful, correct and artistic use of the 
resonance cavities to produce the tone colors necessary for the 
proper interpretation of the song picture. 
(3) A!:sthetic-the proper mental conception of the tone colors 
necessary for the interpretation of the song picture. 
You will, therefore, r ealize that techmcal and msthetic tone 
color are absolutely dependent on each other, for it is manifestly 
impossible to r eproduce the proper tone colors for the song picture 
unless you first have a clear conception of what tone colors are 
necessary. Again, it is possible that you may be able to form a 
clear mental conception of the tone colors necessary and yet be 
unable to reproduce them in your voice. 
You have already studied and practiced elementary tone color 
in the blending of the resonances. Technical tone color you have 
also studied and applied in a general way in your song studies. 
A!:sthetic tone color depends entirely on your powers of imagination 
and your ability to conceive in yo~w mind the mood and spirit of the 
song picture. 
In order to make your understanding of this necessary and 
artistic accomplishment in singing as thorough and complete as 
possible, we will illustrate its meaning and use in a simple com-
parison of painting and singing. For the purpose of comparison, 
we will consider the air as the canvas, the breath as the brush, and 
the infinite variety of the different qualities of the voice (tone 
colors) as the colors. 
Dlustration No. 1 
Before the painter commences his picture, he must first con-
ceive it in his mind and brain through imagination, and conceive 
and decide the proper colors necessary for its effect. 
Before the singer commences his song study, he must first con-
ceive the song pictu1·e and conceive and decide the proper tone colo1·s 
necessary for tts interpretation and effect. (Aesthetic tone color.) 
The conception of the picture being complete and definite and 
the. choice of colors ma~e, the painter takes his brush or. crayon, 
wb1ch from long practice be has learned to control With such 
mastery and skill that it obeys his slightest wish, and sketches 
the bare outlines. 
The singer, having formed a complete and definite conception of 
the song picture and the tone colors necessary for its proper inter-
pretation, uses the breath, which he has learned to control with 
such mastery that it obeys the slightest wish, and sketches the musi-
cal outlines of his song picture by learning the notes. 
The painter next chooses the colors necessary for the general 
color effect and background of his picture and mixes and blends 
them on his palette. 
The singer chooses the resonances necessary for the general 
musical interpretation of the notes, and mixes and blends them in 
the blending of the resonances. (Technical tone color.) 
The painter then gradually adds all the details in shading, color-
ing and finish until, finally, he reproduces completely his original 
mental conception of the picture. 
The singer gradually adds all the details of interpretation, 
attack, phrasing, shading, technic, tone color, and finally repro-
duces completely his mental conception of the song picture. 
You will easily realize from the above illustration (1) that it is 
impossible to execute the various details of singing unless you have 
controlled and mastered the breath; (2) the necessity and impor-
tance of tone color in interpretation-it is indeed one of the princi-
pal essentials of interpretation. 
And now, as you thoroughly understand the meaning and use. of 
tone color, let us prepare our brush, palette and colors and practice 
on some exercises for t echnical tone color. 
You have learned that certain sensations of tone are most 
definitely experienced on certain vowels (Lesson No. 45, Illustra-
tion No. 1). As a direct result of this, certain tone colors are most 
definitely realized on certain vowels: . 
We will use, for the present, JUSt three tone colors: ncb or 
full, bright or light, and their blending, veiled or soft. Now these 
colors of tone are most definitely realized as follows: 
Dlustration No. 2 
Rich or full on-oh, or and ea. 
Bright or light on- ay, ee and i . 
Veiled or soft on- oo and oi. 
All these colors of tone may be realized by different mouldings 
of the resonance cavities on "ah." 
Exercise No. 1 will help you to fully realize the tone colors 
peculiar to the above vowel sounds, but you are advised to practice, 
first, by speaking the vowel sounds and listening carefully to the 
various tone colors definitely realized on the vowels. 
Exercise No. 1-Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
Rich Toao Color BriQht Toao Color Veiled, Soft Toao Color 
~~\, .. II II II p 
Oh Ay On 
Or Ee l(oi) 
Ea I 
A Ah Ah 
Exercise No. 1-contralto, Baritone or Bass 
Rich Tone Color BriQht Tone Color Veiled, Soft Tone Color 
,, 
II 
0 Ay Oo•.,--- --
~r E~ l(oi) _ _ _ _ 
A A An__ ____ _ 
Our second exercise looks very simple, merely three sentences 
of words, not even sung to a tune but to a r epetition of one note. 
Notice how difj"m·ent are the song pictures suggested by the different 
sentences and you will realize that the exercise is not so easy after 
all. The first sentence suggests praym·; the second sentence sug-
gests rejoicing; the third sentence su~gests senti1nent and love. 
Therefore, each sentence demands, for Its correct interpretation, a 
different tone color- the first rich, the second bright, and the third 
veiled and soft. Practice each one with the exact tempo, shading 
and tone color indicated. Try to make the tone color of each sen-
tence quite different from that of the others. 
Exercise No. 2-Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
r 1 r27 Tf"ll 
Slowly-mf In- cline thine ear un - to my 
Allegro-/ With song and dance and mer - ry 
Andante-' So fair. so sweet, so pure a rt 
Practice on every tone from G to EQ. 
pray' r 
play 
thou 
Exercise No. 2-Contralto, Baritone or Bass 
j f j ~JI 
Slowly-mf In- cline thine ear un 
Allegro-/ With song and dance and 
Andante-p So fair, so sweet, so 
Practice on every tone from E to D. 
to my 
mer - ry 
pure art 
pray'r 
play 
thou 
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This lesson and Lesson No 94 should be studied to(lether.) 
ESSENTIALS OF INTERPRETATION-TONE COLOR 
SONG STUDY -LOCH LOMOND-(Old Scotch Ballad) 
Singers often assert that "Old songs and ballads are difficult 
to sing." Probably you have realized this in your own experience. 
It would be more correct to say that "Old songs and ballads are dif-
ficult to interpret properly." 
Have you ever thought or realized why these exquisite old 
songs are difficult to interpret? It is not because of their MUSICAL 
demands; for their melodies, rhythms and phrasing are very simple. 
It cannot be on ac~ount of their VOCAL demands, for the range or 
compass of old. songs rarely exceeds ten notes and as they readily 
lend themselves to .transposition they can be "made to fit" every 
voice. There must be some PARTICULAR difficulty in their inter-
pretation. What is it? Expression and its technical interpretation 
in tone color. 
The proJ?er interpretation of old songs and ballads depends 
entirely on expression and tone color, because of the widely differ-
ent song pictures and moods which must be portrayed on the same 
melody or tune (See Note 1). Take, for example, our next song 
study, the old Scotch ballad "Loch Lomond," which has been 
especially selected because of its demands in expression and tone 
color. (See Lesson No. 94 and Note 2 to this Lesson.) 
By yon bonnie banks and by yon bonnie braes, 
Where the sun shines bright on Loch Lomond, 
Where me.and my true love we're ever wont to gae, 
On the bonnie, bonnie banks o' Loch Lomond. 
.. 
Oh! ye'll tak the high road and I'll tak the low road, 
And I'll be in Scotland afore ye; 
But me and my true Jove will never meet again, 
On the bonnie, bonnie banks o' Loch Lomond. 
'Twas there we pairted fn yon shady glen, 
On the steep, steep side o' Ben Lomond, 
Where, in soft purple hue, the Hieland hills we view, 
And the moon coming out in the gloaming. 
Oh! ye'll tak the high road, etc. 
The wee bird may sing and the wild flowers spring, 
And in sunshine the waters be sleeping; 
But the broken heart, it kens nae second spring again, 
Tho' the waeful may cease frae their weeping. 
Oh! ye'll tak the high road, etc. 
How different is the mood of each verse. How absurd would be 
any attempt to express the meaning and expression of every verse 
in the same tone of voice- that is to say, with the same tone color. 
Let us briefly analyze the expression and tone color of each verse. 
The mood of the first verse is one of happiness and brightness. 
It is_ a simple, happy description of a beautiful scene. The tone 
color should therefore be bright. The mood of the second verse is 
more reflective and regretful. The tone color should be corre-
spondingly veiled and soft. The mood of the last verse is all of 
despair. The tone color should be rich, dark and intense. 
From this broad but complete analysis of th~ expression and tone 
color, you will realize the importance of tone color, its .technical 
relation to expression, and will also understand why the interpre-
tation of old songs and ballads is especially ineffective unless you 
cultivate this important essential of interpretation. 
The words contain some opportunities for special and exquisite 
effects in tone color; for instance, the word "gloaming" in the 
first verse, on which the favorable vowel sound makes possible a 
soft effect of tone color which is both suggestive and beautiful. 
The words "sleeping" and "weeping" in the last verse also pre-
sent opportunities for soft and suggestive effects in tone color. In 
the refrain of each verse the idea of the "high" road and "low" 
road may be contrasted and suggested by a bright tone color on 
"high" and a rich and full tone color on "low.'' 
The delicate shading of the ballad will also need your best atten-
tion. Observe, especially, the piano effect on the fourth phrase of 
the second verse; the pianissimo effect on the first phrase of the 
last verse, which changes by a gradual crescendo to the fortissimo 
at the end of the third phrase; and the pianissimo effect again on 
the fourth phrase of this verse. 
The refrain of each verse should be sung differently, as indi-
cated, in tone color, shading and tempo 
The tempo of each verse is variable, as indicated, and should 
be strictly followed. 
The accentuation of the melody is regular and ordinary. 
Observe the delicate Marcato effects in the third phrase of 
verse three and again in the third phrase of the last verse. The 
proper execution of these effects is important both to the signifi-
cance of the words and the expression. 
The effect of the words is much Improved by the use of the 
Scotch dialect in several cases. In this song it is easy to pronounce 
the words "brae", "gae", "nae", "waeful" and "frae," as 
"bray", "gay", "nay", "wayful" and "fray", and the word 
"Hieland" as "Heeland." 
In conclusion, remember that expression must always be the 
foundation of your resthetic mterpretation of the song picture, and, 
although tone color is the artistic medium for the interpretation of 
expression, it must always be considered as the servant of expres-
sion, and can in no way zeplace any Jack of expression. 
NoTE (1) This refers more especially to ballads rather than to 
songs, -because of their difference in vocal form. A song only-por-
trays a single song picture and at most two or three different moods 
on the same melody. A ballad may portray any number of song 
pictures and moods on the same melody. There are numerous modem 
songs which portray several song pictures and moods, but they are 
not all.portrayed on the same melody, but on different melodies 
composed for their especial and separate effect. This is called the 
art or composed form of the Ballad. 
NoTE (2) In the following Jesson your song study, the ballad 
"Loch Lomond," is arranged intentionally with a simple accom-
paniment. Too frequently the melodies of old songs and ballads 
• are used as an excuse for elaborate and ingenious variations in the 
accompaniment, which, although attractive as music, only detract 
from the interpretation, and distract the singer's thoughts and 
attention from the expression and tone color. By using a simple 
accompaniment, the singer is left free and unhampered from any 
obtrusion on his interpretation, 
NoTE (3) The following ballads may be used as companion 
studies on tone color and expre!jsion in connection with the song 
study in the next lesson: "The Mill-Wheel'· (German), '"The Banks 
of Allan Water" (English), "The Meeting of the Waters" (Irish). 
(Continued in Lesson No. 94.) 
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ESSENTIALS OF INTERPRETATION: DICTION, CORRECT PRONUNCIATION 
You have learned that clear enunciation and distinct articulation 
of vowel sounds and consonants is of vital necessity in singing. 
Although the term pronunciation, in elocution and speaking, is. gen-
erally understood as meaning the combined acts of enunciation and 
articulation, it is quite possible that your enunciation ahd articula-
tion of vowels and consonants in detail might be perfect, and yet 
your pronunciation of the whole word or sentence might be faulty 
or incorrect, especially in singing. The combined qualities of clear 
enunciation, .distinct · articulation and correct pronunciation are 
called DICTION. 
DICTION in song is even more essential than in speech, for 
singing is a higher development of speaking and, from the standpoint 
of DICTION, we might say that singing is exaggerated or height-
ened speaking. 
In singing, the musical requirements of the melody, tempo or 
rhythm often demand that the words shall either be joined or slurred 
into each other, or shall be sung with great rapidity. 
In any language like the English, when the vowels are separated 
by numerous consonants, the joining, or slurring, can only be 
accomplished by sustaining and preserving the pure qualities of the 
vowel sounds in an exaggerated or heightened degree of enuncia-
tion, and the rapidity can only be accomplished by the rapid, distinct 
utterance of the consonants in an exaggerated degree of articu-
lation. Therefore, any little incorrect habit or error of DICTION in 
speaking becomes an obvious and glaring fault in singing. 
One often hears the statement (usually offered as an excuse for 
poor Diction) that the English language is either impossible, difficult 
or ugly to sing. This, of course, is both false and absurd. It is true 
that English is not as liquid, flowery or musical as the Latin lan-
guages (Italian, French and Spanish) because of its numerous con-
sonants, but it is more liquid and musical than the Teutonic lan-
guages, German or Russian, and infinitely more expressive than 
Italian, French or Spanish. In fact, English, the result of an inti-
mate union of the Latin and Teutonic languages, possesses the 
qualities of both, and in musical attributes and strength combined 
is the most expressive language of all. 
DICTION is a most important essential of interpretation in 
singing, and, because of the infinite variety of forms and styles 
in song, is an essential which requires extended and detailed study. 
However, it may be said that if you enunciate t!).e pure sounds of 
vowels clearly, articulate the consonants distinctly and prono~nce 
the words and sentences correctly, your DICTION will be good. 
The special object of the present lesson on DICTION is Correct 
Pronunciation. You have learned that little incorrect habits and 
errors of pronqnciation in speaking become glaring faults in singing. 
As an interesting and amusing illustration of this, the following 
examples of DICTION actually heard on the concert and operatic 
stages are offered for your study: 
Illustration and Exercise No. 1 
What the Audience Heard The Original Words 
1. "Feacher of nacher" "Feature of nature" 
2. "Jew of evonin" ''Dew of evening" 
3. "Ayternerty of tyeme" "Eternity of time" 
4. "Las snight" "Last night" 
5. "Swee ender ryes" "Sweet, tender eyes" 
6. "The firs tar" "The first star" · 
7. "Softy the winz" "Softly the winds" 
8. "Handsum, keind and gental" ''Handsome, kind and gentle" 
9. "0 dry tho steers" "Oh, dry those tears" 
10. "Her promy strew" "Her promise true" 
11. "Lend me your raid" "Lend me your aid" 
All these examples of bad DICTION were the results of incorrect 
pronunciation and were all heard from English-speaking singers. 
It will be an interesting and useful exercise in pronunciation for 
you to practice each of the above examples, using, of course, the 
correct pronunciation. You may discover that you are inclined to 
pronounce them just as absurdly and incorrectly as the singers 
above mentioned. 
The most common errors in pronunciation are the r esult of 
either substitution, omission or addition of sounds or syllables, or 
the overlapping of words in sentences. For instance, the first 3 
examples in the above illustration are the result of substitution; 
4 5 6 and 7 are the result of omission; 8 is the result of addition; 
9: 10 and 11 are the result of overlapping, . 
Exercise No. 2 includes some instances of incorrect pronuncia-
tion especially common to singers. Those in the first group are the 
result of substitution, those in the second group the result of 
omission, those in the third group the result of addition and those 
in the fourth group the result of the overlapping of sounds. . 
Practice each of these very carefully and slowly by speakmg 
the pronunciation of every syllable and word . . It is very proba?le 
that you will discover at least several faults of mco~·rect pronuncia-
tion, which, up to the present, have escaped your notice because they 
have become a habit. This exercise offers you an excellent oppor-
tunity to correct yourself. 
Word 
And 
Again 
Always 
Dew 
Eternity 
Trinity 
Unity 
Creature 
Feature 
Nature 
Fortune 
Nestling 
Tenible 
Gracious 
Elegant 
Piety 
Goodness 
And 
Every 
Real 
Softly 
Soften 
Listen 
Prison 
Hasten 
Shall 
Old 
Winds 
Fields 
Pray 
Kind 
Across 
Rippling 
Ancestral 
Ancient 
Glance 
Tears 
Fears 
Exercise No.2 
Group ! - Substitution 
Incorrect Prominclation Proper Pronunciation 
~t A~ 
Agan Agen 
Alwoz or alwuz Alwaz 
Ju or doo Du 
Eternerty Et~rneety 
Trinerty Trmeety 
U nerty U neety 
Creacher Creat1~re 
Feacher Feat~tre 
Nacher Nat~tre 
Forchune Forhme 
Nesseling Nestling 
Terrerble Terri (ee ) ble 
Grashess Grashous 
Elegunt Elegant 
Pietty Piety 
Goodniss or goodnuss Goodness 
Group 2- 0mlsslon 
An' 
Ev-ry 
Reel 
Softy 
Soffen 
Lis 'n 
Pris'n or prisen 
Has'n 
Sh'll 
01' 
Winz 
Feelz 
Group 3 - Addltion 
Peray or prayee 
Ke-ind 
Acrost 
Rippeling 
Ancestreal 
Ansheeant 
Glanzt 
Te-a.rs 
Fe-ars 
Group 4 - 0verlapping 
And 
Ev-e-ry 
Real 
Softly 
Soften 
Lisen 
Prison 
Hasen 
Shall 
Old 
Windz 
Feeldz 
Pray 
Kind 
Across 
Rippling 
Ancestral 
Anshent 
Glanz 
Teerz 
Feerz 
Awaken Awaeeken Awayk en 
Good-bye Good-ar-bye Good-bye 
Now practice the correct pronunciation of all these words by 
singing them in the manner briefly indicated and suggested in Exer-
cise No. 3. From your singing practice, you will probably discover 
and realize more readily any faults in your pronunciation because, 
as we have learned, they will become exaggerated or heightened. J Slowl;l/ and distinctly A. 
Exercise N9 3 ~., F'r=- ~ I J I r F ~"II 0 II 
an - d. 
dew -, 
r e - al, 
soft - ly. 
lis t - en, 
fea - ture, 
gra - cious, 
re - al, 
E - t er - ni - ty, 
u - ni-ty, 
tri - ni - ty, 
t er - ri - ble, 
e l - e - gant, 
pi - e - ty, 
e v - e - ry, 
pray- , 
t ears- , 
kind- , 
f ears-. 
shall- , 
winds- . 
field s- , 
Your practice of this exercise is not limited to the note indica ted. Choose three 
different tones in the upper . middle a nd lower par ts of your voice and practice on 
each of them, adapting all the r emaining words to this method of practice. 
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A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS LESSON NQ 96 
by George Crampton 
Essentials of Interpretation 
Diction in Recitative 
Th-is lesson and LessonH'! 97 
are to be studied togetker 
"A singer who is not able to recite his 
part according· to the intention of the poet, 
cannot possibly sing it according to the in-
tention of the composer" Bickard Wagner 
The style or .. manner of your diction should be suited to the 
style of the song to be interpreted. Thus, in songs of sustained legato 
style, the diction of the words must be sustained and joined by pro-
longing the vow.els and articulating the consonants quickly, but 
distirictly. In songs of brilliant style, which are written in rapid tempo 
and which require brilliant execution, the diction of the words mqst 
be brilliant, especially as regards the crisp articulation of the conso-
nants. In songs of deClamatory style (see Note N<? 1), the words 
and tones of which require. 6ztraordina171.emphasis, because of their 
significance, the. diction of the words must be extremely clear and. 
emphatic. 
Your studies have_included the. first. two styles of songs (legato 
and brilliant songs), _ and special instruction has .. been given as to their 
enunciation and articulation. 
The declamatory style includes dramatic and descriptive songs, 
both sacred and secular, songs and arias from Oratorios and Operas, 
and recitatives. As recitative is the best exemplification of the de-
clamatory style, we shall make it the subject of our special study ori 
Diction in declamatory singing. 
Recitative ls declamation or recitation, sung instead of spoken. 
Proper study of recitative is greatly neglected by the average singer. 
How frequently in church singing as well as in concerts, do we hear 
singers hurry carelessly through the introductory recitative in s olos 
or anthems, with the result that the meaning of the words is·entire-
ly los t and the whole effect is one of monotony 
Such careless singers often say that they hurry through the reci-
tative to get to the song, where they can begin .to sing. This ex-
cuse is entirely without reason, for not only does the proper inter-
pretation of recitative require greater and additional skill in singing 
than the usual song which follows, but the song picture or mood of 
the whole song is. either anticipated or_described_by the recitative 
A recitative is frequently the text on which the sermon or re-
flection of the song is based. Recitative is generally defined as 
"Declamatory Singing in Free Tempo and Rhythm;" but thi s broad 
definition is really very narrow and incomplete, for recitative has 
two separate and dis tinct forms. (1 ) Free recitative,in which the 
voice part is declamatory more than melodious, and is intended to 
express the sense of words freely with no strict regard for tempo or 
rhythm. Free recitative is usually accompanied by a few simple chords, 
thus allowing the singer to declaim the words freely. (2) Rhythmical 
SOPRANO MEZZO·SOPRANO OR TENOR 
' RECITATIVE from "THE MESSIAH"(Handet) 
'l Largo IJJ B.ECIT LA A 
Illustration 
and 
Exercise 
N<? 1 
t Thy E-BU~hafh BROK 
fl I L 
--------
4!! p (about ~ : 58, ad lib. I 
~ .h.~ L" .....,_ . . 
......____..... 
~ A ... I 1.. 1.. ~ : 'll?fi.-
-EN 
recitative, or recitative a tempo,. in which the voice part is declam-
atory more than melodious, as in Free recitative, but which, inasmuch 
as the accompaniment consists of rhythmical figures, must be sung 
.in .st.rict tempo and :rltytkm. 
lllustrations and Exercises Nos. 1 and 2 are examplesofFreeand 
Rhythmical recitative. The proper interpretation of both forms· of 
recitative . includes not only declamatory singing, but also legato 
singing. The.rlictionin both forms.inust be _ extremely distinct and em-
phatic. In Free recitative the diction must be so emphatic and de-
cided that we might term it "Speaking in singing." 
Clear and emphatic diction is therefore the prime essential in 
"botk. forms of recitative. In practicing recitative, first read over 
the words in order to realize their meaning, then speak the words 
aloud slowly and emphatically, giving the most important words 
their proper significance. Having learned the notes, practice words 
and notes together, declaiming them first, in both forms ofrecitative, 
i·n stri.ct tempo. In Free recitative the strict tempo can be after-
wards relaxed, and you may declaim as freely as is conducive to the 
proper significance of the words; in brief, with 'free, di stinct and em-
phatic diction. 
In the following exercisesonrecitative, the most important words 
are printed in larger type to assist you to declaim them with the clear-
est diction, but you must remember that in recitative every word is 
even more important than in songs, and must be sung with even clear-
er diction than is necessary in songs. 
Exercise N<? 1 is an example of Free recitative from"TheMessiah" 
(Handel). It is a passage from the series of beautiful recitatives de-
. scribing and reflecting upon the passion pf Jesus Christ. The words 
must be sung with the greatest importance and with the deepest feel-
ing and significance, as in all recitatives of a sacred character. There-
fore, every word must be declaimed, not loudly, but so clearly and 
emphatically that its deep and sacred meaning is expressed. 
In order to realize what is meant by the deeper significance o: 
sacred recitative , contrast the meaning of these words if spoken in 
reference to an ordinary human character, with their present refer-
ence to Jesus Chris t; you will then realize the deeper significance 
which must be expressed by your diction in sacred recitative , 
Practice first by speaking the words aloud slowly and distinctly, 
and when you are familiar with the correct notes,practicewords and 
notes together Let your diction be clear, emphatic and always reverent. 
A A p 
His HEART, He is FULL of 
I. 
c. 
PA A > A A A A 
""¥HEAV- I-NESS, He is FULL of HE~\V - f-NESS; Thy RE-BUKE hath BROK-EN His HEART 
~ ~~-
-
·@, I I I ff-6- 0 
-&- r---~ bo -.....0 
. 
. 
11 
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CONTRALTO , BARITONE OR BASS 
RECITATIVE from "THE MESSIAH" (Hand8l) 
Illustration 
and 
Exercise 
N<? 1 
4! 
4! 
I'\ L 
I'\ I 
. 
(1 L 
Largo BEO~ ::::::---__ 
v -=----j\.___ 
Thy JJ-BUKE 
p about J : 58, ad11ib.) 
L I 
~- c:.. 
/\.:::::=--
l A 
hath ~~~ .. B OK- EN 
I 
_c;... 
A mfA-
A 
-
His 
t 
HEAV-I-NESS, He is .l r 'r FULL of HEAV - I - NESS; 
fll L 
-----
------
4! 
---
-
I I '- -
~------ -r--..n l ,...- -
. 
-
-..,_ 
A 
-
HEART, 
1 
., 
PA A > 
Thy RE-BUKE 
I q~ 
fT-
p 
He is FULL of 
11 
A A A A' 
.. 
hath BROK-EN His HEART. 
. 
4 ' ~ . 
. 
Exercise 
It is the bea 
Valel)tine is 
dallion as a 
and legato, 
Ng 2 is a rhythmical recitative from "Faus t " ( Gounod). you must take the greatest care to avoid monotony and what is some-
ds emphatic-
o very light. 
phatic. There 
h will require 
utiful passage sung by Val entine (Marguerite's brother) times called a " sing-song" effect, by declaiming the wor 
leaving for the war and Marg uerite has given him a Me- ally, j ust as you would speak them, and making the legat 
charm to shield his life. This recitative is so melodious In brier, your diction must be separate, distinct and em 
that it is almost a little song in form and character; but are also some important effects of light and shade whic 
Illustration 
and 
Exercise 
l\'<? 2 
" RECITATIVE from FAUST" ((}ounod) 
Andante ( .1 : 69) 
I'! I 'D /_.----
DEAR gift of my 
r 
"T"'--.- I II 
SIS - TER, 
rrr m 
... 
(} I A A A mt·...--..... vJJJ l 
4! I r' r r 
careful ~ttention 
Made more HO - LY b~ her 
-
~ ------ 1 v 
DAN-GER Th~re's *AUGHT :an ~o !e 
I'll 
EV - er great the HARM,TillJS pro-tect - ed 
I 
4! ~ ?)- ~ F"'----- ....-- "" ~ ~ 
---cresc 
mf' dirn -1 
. 
-6 ::; ~ -~ :e: 
. . The followmg songs contaimng recitabves may be used as compamon studies to this lesson . 
SOPRANO or MEZZO-SOPRANO MEZZO-SOPRANO or CONTRALTO 
mp~ 
_1 1 . _1 PRAY R; How-
/':\ 
')') 
<>+ "" 
by a CHARM. 
~ 
p 
"Flower- Song" (Faust) Gounod ·'But the Lord is Mindful of His Own" (St. Paul) Mendelssohn 
"Berceuse" (Jocelyn) Godard "My Noble Knights" Meyerbeer 
TENOR 
"Comfort Ye " (Messiah) Handel 
"'Berceuse " (Jocelyn) Godard 
BARITONE or BASS 
"The Bandolero " Stuart 
"The Evening $tar" (Tannhauser ) Wagner 
ALL VOICES 
"Come Unto Me"- Coenen 
"Fear ye not, 0 Israel " Dudley Buck 
Note N9 1 . In singing as in speaking, declamation means not only clear and d istinct enunciation, articulation and pronunciation,but also 
the emphatic utterance qf the words to heighten their meaning and sitjnificance . .l)eclamatory singing however, does not necessaritymeantoud 
or explosive singing, but rather singing with emphat-ic d-iction. 
t 
< 
I 
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Chicag9,lli. LESSONN~ 97 A COURSE OF SINGING LESSONS Th-is lesson and Lesson Nf! 96 
are to !Je studied together by George Crampton 
Soprano, ]fezzo-Soprano or Tenor 
Diction in Recitative (continued) 
Exercise N<? 1 is the recitative preceding the song "Jerusalem" 
(Parker), and is a splendid example of free reCitative. Observe the 
importance of the words, their significance and their meaning, _ not 
only in the recitative, but in relation to the words of the song. They 
contain the entire song picture. 
Practice the recitative, first by 1'6ading the words aloud slowly 
and emphatically, just as you would speak them if you were the 
Prophet. The first two sentences mean command. The last two 
EXERCISE N<? 1 
RECITATIVE from "JERUSALEM" (Parker) X A X ~.u ~ ~ ~ A 
. 
- ~ 
e 
A 
sentences . describe the effect of the command , When you can speak 
the words emphatically, then practice them on the notes,at first in 
strict tempo and rkytMn; .and when you have mastered the union of 
words and music, then practice. as f1'68l!l as possible. Take great 
care with the accentuation, making it marcato as indicated: there are no 
legato or portamento effectsnecessaryfor the proper interpretation of 
this example. There should be a contra.st of"tn?uJ color to suit the 
change of expression from _command to description between the first 
two sentences and the last two sentences. 
A 
~ l A A A A ~ A 
r 
Maestoso 
r r . 
Be-hold, thy KING draws NEAR the ci-ty GATES: Go forth, JE-RU-SA-LEM, with SHOUT and 
~~ > > I 
e .tr~[,~ ~:::::: :- f~~ #~ di~-; > .u 
. 
-
"2 1! 
_,. )"'J c. I 
fJ ,U fA 'D cresf A A ;;.nlf,. fA t tfl A A ~ A A l A I l I 
t. 
• • • I r I ~RlsE A~d • SONG! And,MOVEDas by oneTHOUGHT,thepe~>-ple HAST- EN forth, a GLAD 'IUMULTUOUS 
~~ I I I (THRON G. 
' 
••• ;;--- -~ "" 1Jtt11 ~-·11111~'1oJ~i' [j, ~~ P" ~ ~ = ~avo 
••• == -=~== ae 
~"" 
Exercise N<? 2 is a splendid example of rhythmical recitative 
from "Faust" (Gounod). It'is the great Invocation from''The Garden 
Scene;' in which Mephistopheles, the Evil Spirit, invokes the aid of 
Night and the Flowers to cast a spell over Faust and Marguerite . 
Although the style is sustained and broad, it is not legato; therefore, 
your diction must be sustained but not joineiJ or slurred. 
In Phrases Nos . 4 and 5, a syllabl e is declaimed to each note 
on the words___t:And suspicion dispel; and "Ye flow'rs, aid the 
" 
,--. ~ r ~ 
entrancing charm with your odour so dreamy, and her sensesbewilder~ 
Your diction here must be very clear and emphatic; every syllable of 
every word must be separately and distinctly pronounced. There are 
several fine effects of light and shade which are plainly indicated. 
The tone color, although resonant and vibrant throughout, should 
be varied from the rich color of the first two phrases containing the 
appeal to night, to a softer and veiled color in the appeal to the 
flowers. The last phrase should _grow from this color in a well exe-
cuted crescendo to the richness and fullness of the climax on the 
word "Heaven'! 
EXERCISE N9 2 
RECITATIVE f rom 
fl L 
"FAUST" (G ouno d) p~ _y_ 
----
A A_......-.... 
-----
• Adagio d : so) 0 NIGHT_! Draw ROUND THEM __ thy 
~ I. ~~~~ ~ir-=-f-r- H~~ ~f!:. ~ ..... ::: ..... = .. .. •. ~ ~~~~~~ 
- - . --·~ ~~~~~_;. 1- 1- .• • .. f-
' 
..... pp_ - - - -
-- -p J. ~-=--J y-j) j~.J JJ fi1 J. ., 7 
. . . 
. : . 
-&~ .. ...... I I I I I I 
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Singing Lesson NQ 97 Soprano, Mezzo Soprano or Tenor 
. 
t CUR-TAIN L;+ LOVE~ r t r th · HEARTS_1 An'dSUS-PIC ION dis -en- er etr 
-
~ L ~~-61!:/J ~~~~4~ ~~4~ ~~~~~:~~ 
-
' pp F: - -}) .J----ll pm~r-~; ~J ;;----; ~~ ~~ ~r +: - ~ .... : -
. . . 
YeFLO RS, aid the en-tranc 
A A A A 
~ --------Exercise N9 3 is from "Parsifal" (Wagner) It is.afine example 
of W~erian recitative, which is a combination of free and rh.rthmical 
recitative. Wagner's recitatives are remarkable for their imitation of 
the natural inflections of the speak!ng voice in the vocal part, and 
their marvelous accompaniments .. Each. part, the voice and the accom-
paniment, is separate and distinct. In this .example the voice declaims 
freely, but in tempo, while the accompaniment consists of _two motives 
EXERCISE Nc:> 3 
RECITATIVE f: "PARSIFAL" (W. ~- rom agner A 1 A 
" 
or melodies representing some important character or subject in the 
Opera. The first motive <D is ·the Eucharist motive, '" the second 
motive ® is the famous Grail motive. 
Your diction must be very clear: and empltatic in this exercise, 
which must be declaimed in strict time This recitative will .also 
afford you excellent practice in correct intonation, for, as the ac-
companiment is separate and distinct from the voice part, the voice 
part receives very little support from it. 
A 
.. . 
--....., A ~ 3 
t. <D Molto Lento (about J : a~) HA! HO! WARD Jf theWOODS,DREAM war-ders, I WAR-RANT! Come,WAKE at LEAST with the 
~ 
t. )! • -, p-- .__, -
--- ---n- jj ~im -- -
. 
. 
' 
I 
A A 3 A A A A A A 
MORN -ing! HEAR ye theCALL? No~THANKo~rGOD that HE hath CAUED o~YbU t~HEARit! 
-------- --------~ (2) ~ ~ I ~o o ~ f.. ~ il~ ~ ,:e: ~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
< '- p(Trumpets & Trombs.) 4 = =========--! (~ssoons) 
' . ~ -.: J. z • 
' . I~ 
-------------------
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'l'kis lesson and .Lesson N'i Dfl 
are to_he studied togetlzer by George Crampton 
Contralto,Baritone or Bass 
Diction in Recitative (continued) 
Exercise N<? 1 _is the recitative preceding the_song"Jerusalem" 
(Parker), an,d is a splendid example of free recitative. Observe the 
imparlance of the words, their_ signi.ficance. and their meaning, not 
only in the recitative, but in relation to the words of the song. They 
contain the entire song picture. 
Practice the recitative, first by reading. the words aloud_slowly 
and emphatically, just as you would speak them if you were the 
Prophet. The first two sentences . mean command., The last two 
EXERCISE_ NC? 1 
RECITATIVE from "JERUSALEM" (Park~ 
1\ 1\ 1\ 
Maestoso 
f 
Exercise N<? 2 is a splendid example of rhythmical recitative 
from "Faust" (Gounod).It is the great Invocation from "The Garden 
Scene;' in which Mephistopheles, the Evil Spirit, invokes the aid of 
Night and the Flowers to cast a spell over Faust and Marguerite. 
Although the style is sustained and broad, it is not legato; therefore, 
your diction must be sustained but not joined or slurred. 
In Phrases Nos 4 and 5, a syllable is declaimed to each note 
on the words "And suspicion dispel; and "Ye flow'rs, aid the 
entrancing charm with your odour so dreamy, and her senses bewilder~ 
EXERCISE N«? 2 
RECITATIVE from "FAUST" (Gounod) 
~ p .:-----
e I 
Adagio cJ : 60) 0 
sentences _ describe_ the effect of the command. When you can_speak 
the words emphatically, then practice them on the notes,at first in 
str.ict_tempo_ and rn11t!tm; and when you have mastered the union of 
words and mu"si~, then practice. as-f1'61Jl11 as possible. Take great 
care with the accentuation, making it marcato as indicated: there are no 
legato or portamento effectsnecessaryfor the proper interpretation of 
this example. There . should be a contrast of tnmJ color to suit the 
change of expression. from_comma1ul to description between the first 
two_sentences_and the last two sentences. 
1\ 1\ 
Go forth, JE-RU- SA-LEM, with SHOUT and 
And HAST··EN forth, a GLAD TUMULTUOUS THRONG 
Your diction here must be very clear and emphatic; everv syllable of 
every word must be separatelu and distinctlu pronounced. There are 
several fine effects of light and shade which are plainly indicated. 
The tone color, although resonant and vibrant throughout, should 
be varied from the rich tone color of the first two phra<;es containing 
the appeal to night, to a softer and veiled color in the appeal to 
the flowers . The last phrase should grow from this color in a well 
executed crescendo to the richness and fullness of the climax on 
the word "Heaven~ 
1\ ___:::::::-..., 
---
1\ A 
-
--. 
I I I I I I I r 
NIGHT __ ! Draw ROUND THEM __ thy 
Harp 
~ ~ ~!: ~ ~ ~~ r.~~=~~!: ~-~~~~:~ ~~~:~~!: 
I 
e iiilii liiiil - liiiil iilii iii liiiii 
- - -
... 
. 
- -
-p pp_ I J. y--) 1------.. I y--) r-T 1_...---- I ... L 
. . 
. . 
-
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1 erese ~-~A~==::~~~===;~s;~ 
vlf' p ~ eresc ~ fJ A ' A l " ~ A A A A A 
'- PEL-----, . Y~ FLOW'RS, a fct tl~e e1~ traric - ilgCHARM with your 0 DOUR so DREAMY, and her sen-ses BE.-
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4!! hi:~:' I ~mJ~ b. J: bj: .. 
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~ 
crese 
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Exercise N<? 3 is from " Parsifal" (Wagner ) It is a fine example 
of Wagnerian recitative, which is a combination of free and rhythmical 
recitative. Wagner's recitatives are remarkable for their imitation of 
the natural inflections of the speaking voice in the vocal part, and 
their marvelous accompaniments. Each part, the voice and the accom-
paniment , is separate and di tinct. In this example the voice declaims 
freely, but in tempo, while the accompaniment consists of two motives 
EXERCISE N<? 3 
REKl?'ATIVE from " PARSIFAL" (Wagner /1. 
b.~~ 
b~f:::::: -=-;· ::: . br~1J~· 
or melodies representing some important character or subject in the 
opera . The fir st motive CD is the Euchari st motive, the second 
motive ® is the famous Grail motive . 
Your diction must be ver.'lf clear a nd emplzatic in this exercise_, 
which must be declaimed in strict tim e . This recitative will a! o 
afford you excellent practice in correct i n tonabion, for, as the accom -
paniment is separate and distinct from the voice part, the voice 
part receives very little support from it. 
A /1. 
'!'Motto ~rito (about J =36 ) X HA! HO! WARD of theWOODS,DREAM war-ders, I WAR-RANT! Come,WAKE atLEASTwiththe w . ~~~~!)~-e.----e. ~ I') r:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
<t f ten ff dim '--/ . 
' 
fll ====- 3 A ~ A /1. 
"' 
A ~ ~ 
. '- @fORN-ing t HEAR ye the CALL? Now THANK our GbD that HE hath CALLED on YOU toHEAR rt! r-ri'1. ~ --o -£=_ ~-t ·. ~ I 
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I 
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A Course of Singing Lessons Lesson No. 98 
By GEORGE CRAMPTON 
EXPRESSION 
Your lessons have included a broad study of all the important 
essentials for the correct execution and interpretation of songs, 
except the last and greatest essential, expression. What is expres-
sion in singing? Expression is the interpretation of feeling and 
emotion through the medium of every other essential, which means 
that expression must be the inspiration and foundation of all the 
essentials of interpretation. 
Music, in its outward form of melody and harmony, may be 
called the poetry of sound, and, in its inward form, the poetry of 
feeling and emotion. In singing, we may consider t he technical 
interp1·etation of the words and melody the outward form, and the 
msthetic interpretation of the feeling and emotion of the song 
picture, which is the expression, the inward meaning. 
The inward meaning of a song is expressed through the medium 
of its outward form, but not by the outward form; for your voice 
may be magnificent, your tone-production perfect, your execution 
of every grace correct, your interpretation of every requisite 
perfect, your light, shade and tone color irreproachable, and your 
diction flawless- yet, without expression, your interpretation will 
never touch the hearts and souls of your hearers. 
We might call the words and melody of a song its structure or 
body, the accentuation its life, and the expression the soul of the 
song. You can realize, therefore, that expression is the inspiration 
of interpretation in singing. 
It is often stated that expression cannot be taught; that it must 
be natural and inborn in a singer. On the contrary, singers can be 
taught how to express the feeling and emotion of a song, and, 
what is even more, their power of feeling emotion can be developed 
by means of expression. It is true that power to feel emotion 
cannot actually be taught, but as this power is an instinctive, 
natural and common heritage of the vast majority of the haman 
race, it is not necessary to teach it. 
Experience has proved that there are a great number of people 
who seem to be devoid of feeling and emotion until they are 
awakened and stirred by some grea t sorrow or joy. Agai n, there 
are people who possess the power of feeling and emotion, but who 
instinctively r epress all expression of it, and only through intimacy, 
or in some crisis, can we r ealize the existence in them of such a 
power . The power to feel emotion is within you, and can be 
awakened and developed through the exercise of thought in expres-
sion. Unless you• can either feel or realize the f eeling of emotion 
in your own heart and soul, you cannot touch the hearts and souls 
of others by your singing. Thus, if you wish to express sympathy 
or consolation, you must be able to feel or to realize the feeling of 
grief. If you wish to uplift others spiritually, you must either be 
uplifted spiritually yourself , or be able to realize and appreciate 
the meaning of spiritual faith. 
The ability to actually feel every emotion either instinctively 
or by previous experience is not necessary in expression, but you 
must realize and appreciate emotion before you can express it in 
your singing. This is the great secret of expression, and it can be 
taught, learned and developed by the exercise of thought and imag-
ination. Very frequently what we call the lack of expression in 
singing is merely lack of thought in the singers, both of what 
they are singing about and of its feeling and meaning; conse-
quently, they are unable to express its feeling or meaning to you. 
How to Cultivate and Develop Expression 
The inspiration and foundation of expression is in the poetry 
or words of a song, which contain the song picture or mood to be 
expressed. The words should first be studied and read silently 
until their spirit and meaning is thoroughly understood, and their 
song picture and mood is so clearly and definitely pictured in your 
mind that you can realize the feelings of emotion necessary to the 
mood, and see the song picture. This habit of "living" the mood 
and song picture by mentally picturing yourself as the character 
who is either experiencing the emotions, or who is describing t he 
song picture, is the first exercise in expression. The introduction 
of your own personality and individuality into the mood and song 
picture cannot fail not only to develop your expression of emotion, 
but also your powers of imagination, which are so necessary in 
expression. 
The mental exercise of feeling t he emotion of a song and 
seeing its song picture can be cultivated still further by practice 
of what may be called the second exercise in expression, the 
practice of feeling and seeing separately and distinctly every word 
suggestive of emotion or description. If you make a habit of this 
exercise, you will achieve a wonderful power of expression and 
also a mastery of tone color; for (granting that the voice is culti-
vated), if you "feel and see" the words, your voice will reproduce 
t he requisite tone color instinctively, instantly and correctly. 
A famous teacher of elocution and expression, John Millard, 
made a practice of instilling this habit into his pupils, by exclaim-
ing frequently during their recitations "feel it or see it," as the 
occasion demanded. I may say here, that this same teacher 
awakened in me, and taught me, all the expression and dramatic 
power I possess, and to this day, whether I am singing in church, 
at concerts or in grand opera, my old teacher's appeal to me " to 
feel and to see" the words rings in my memory and is a source of 
great inspiration and assistance to my interpretations. I would 
appeal to you in the same way, and urge you to let your motto for 
the cultivation of expression be "feel it" and "see it. " 
As an illustration of this exercise, let us suppose we were sing-
ing the following words from "A Summer Night" (Goring Thomas): 
"Have you forgotten, love, so soon, 
That night, that lovely night of June, 
When down the tide, so idly dreaming, 
We floated, where the moon lay gl eaming? 
0, Love, that la~t, long kiss that met, 
Can you forget?" 
The scene suggested is a summer night on the sea, and the song 
picture is the r emembrance of "that night our troth we plighted" 
(mentioned later in the song), which the lover r ecalls with t ender 
r eproach to the memory of the beloved. 
This song picture is a common one in human experience and you 
will have no difficulty in seeing and f eeling it in your imagination. 
Imagine yourself as the lover, and someone else as the beloved: 
surely this is not difficult. The f eeling of the firs t line, one of t ender 
appeal rather than doubt, will at once find suitable expression in 
your thought, and the r eproach of " so soon" will be very natural 
and real. The feeling of the second line will also be realis tically 
expressed, if you think of and see a "lovely night of June" Again, 
in the third and fourth lines, the description of "the tide" and 
" dreaming," "the moon" and "gleaming" will be immediately and 
truly expressed if you "see" the scene suggested. The f eeling of 
the last two lines is so obvious and natural to you, that it will need 
no suggestion of mine to assist your imagination to realize it. 
This illustration of the manner in which the imagination may 
be exercised, and the power of expression developed by thought 
and the habit of "feeling" and "seeing" the words, is applicable 
to every song. 
Expression, like other great essentials of interpretation, r e-
quires extended study and experience to master all its details, but 
for the present the above "thought exercises," if practiced and 
applied, will be sufficient. 
There are other mental methods for stimulating the imagina-
tion, and cultivating true expression, but they are all founded on 
the first two exercises on expression as given in this lesson. 
Your next song study will afford you a.mple opportunities to 
exercise the powers of feeling and emotion through the cultivation 
of expression. 
In conclusion, you are earnestly advised to accept every oppor-
tunity to listen to good music, for the especial purpose of cultivat-
ing expression. Singers are always inclined to limit their musical 
interest to the various song ·forms, but you can gain so much by 
listening thoughtfully to an orchestra, piano, organ, violin or 'cello. 
Listen with the same mental concentration and imagination you 
would exercise in your own interpretatiqns. You will find that the 
habit of thoughtfu l listening will not only intensify the emotions 
expressed by music but will also awaken and develop your own 
powers of feeling, and enable you to convey them to others in your 
expression. 
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THE ESSENTIALS OF INTERPRETATION 
Light and Shade- Tone Color-Diction and Expression 
Our next song study (see Lesson No. 100), "Hymn of the 
Angels," an arrangement of the "Sancta Maria" by Faure, has 
been especially selected because its proper interpretation requires, 
in an unusual degree, the application of the four great essentials 
of interpretion studied in the last few lessons - light and shade, 
tone color, diction, and expression. 
This is a beautiful but comparatively unknown song by the 
composer of "The Palms," "Crucifix" and other more popular 
songs. Possibly the r~al reason why this song has not obtained 
greater popularity is because it is difficult to sing. The melody is 
both beautiful and inspiring, and the words are poetic and spiritual. 
The whole song is effective, and , as good sacred or semi-sacred 
songs are rare, you cannot fail to welcome t his addition to your 
repertoire, for it may be used either in church or on a concert pro-
g r am. Its splendid vocal effects and remarkable climax are 
worthy of your finest efforts. 
Let us briefly analyze and study its proper interpretation, first 
from the resthetic standpoint, and afterwards from the technical 
standpoint. First, read over the words of the song. 
In dreams, I heard the angels singing, 
Chantin~ their melodies sublime, 
Harmomes, divine and clear, 
In sweetest echoes, softly ringing. 
Then a song of divinest love, 
Grace and pardon bestowing, 
Came to my soul, in bliss o'erflowing. 
As the Angel-choir sang above, 
From far below those azure skies, 
From earth to heaven, 
A voice of pray'r seemed to arise. 
0, sing again, ye angel voices, 
In perfect tones, your song of love. 
0 Anthem sublime! 
My soul, on wings of glory, 
Aspires to join your song divine. 
The earth enveiled in misty dreams, 
Under the canopy of night. 
The moon shone forth in radiant beams, 
F looding the world with splendor bright. 
All nature, in pray'r now bending, 
Worship'd devoutly at the heavenly shrine, 
While now, as incense, the pray'r, ascending, 
Seem'd to accord with that song divine. 
And thus my soul, oppressed with sadness, 
Inspired and strengthened by 
Hope and gladness, awoke to life. 
0, sing again, ye angel voices, etc. 
The Song pictu1·e portrays a dream in which is heard the ''Hymn 
of the Ange1s." At first, the dreamer only observes the wonderful 
beauty of the melody and harmony, but soon a deeper note is struck 
in the suggestion of the song of Love t elli ng of pardon, and, from 
the earth below, in answer, a voice of prayer seems to rise and 
harmonize with the heavenly song. The individual appeal and prayer 
commence with the refrain, when the soul of the dreamer awakes, 
and joins in the appeal of the angels . 
The song picture of the second verse is only slightly different 
from that of the first verse. The earth, now awakened by the 
heavenly song, is flooded with prayer, which arises like incense to 
heaven. In this verse the individual appeal is introduced earlier, 
in the reflection of "And thus my soul" etc. The individual appeal 
grows in intensity to the refrain, when it repeats the inspiring 
prayer of the first verse. 
The whole song picture is suggestive of aspiration and spirit -
uality Its interpretation, therefore, demands religious and poetic 
feeling for its adequate expression. 
E xp1·ession. - For the interpretation of the expression of this 
song, you must apply the rules laid down in Lesson No. 98, first, by 
imagining yourself as the dreamer of the dream pictured in the 
song; second ly, by feeling the sentiments and seeing the words of 
the song. If you accomplish this, your expression will at once be 
true, natural, effective and complete. Nothing can replace a lack 
of expression in this song. 
Technical Interp1·etation and Diction. - The Diction of the words 
in this song is very important, first, because it tells the ·story, 
secondly, because of the two styles of diction necessary, declam-
atory and sustained. 
The first four phrases of each verse should be interpreted as 
rhythmical recitative. Every word should be sung and pronounced 
distinctly and emphatically, but always softly. In t he next four 
phrases (5, 6, 7, 8,) your diction should be similar. The tones are, 
of course, sustained and legato, but you must never slur the tones 
at the expense of the clear and distinct diction of the words. Your 
diction of the next five short phrases (9, 10, 11, 12, 13) should be 
declamatory, except, of course , in the legato on the last two tones 
of each phrase, as indicated. Regular and sustained legato diction 
should not commence until the refrain. Observe, in the last phrase 
of t he refrain, that the tones are marked Marcato. This effect 
applies equally to the words, which must be declaimed emphatically 
in this phrase. 
Tone Color. - This is another important consideration in the 
proper interpretation of this song. You have learned that your 
song picture portrays a dream, therefore, in all passages suggesting 
the dream, you must use a soft, veiled tone color. And only when 
the individual appeal breaks through the dream should this be en-
tirely changed to a brighter and more vibrant tone color. For 
instance, in the first verse, the first four phrases should be of soft, 
subdued tone color to suggest the dream and the voices (repre-
sented in the melody of the accompaniment) singing far away. 
The next four phrases, although of brighter color, should still re-
tain the veiled effect. In fact, the tone color should never lose this 
effect until the refrain is reached, when, commencing with a bright 
tone color (but not too light), the brightfless and richness of the 
color should grow with a gradual crescendo to the climax, when it 
should be as bright, r ich and vibrant as possible. The thought of 
the soaring sensation and nasal resonance, in conjunction with the 
favorable vowel sound, will help you to obtain this tonal climax. 
The second verse is similar in tone color. The first four phrases 
are very soft, veiled and dreamy, but a little brighter at the sug-
gestion of "the moon." As the individual appeal in this verse 
commences earlier (phrase 9) you must repress any tendency to 
make the tone color too bright, and do not allow yourself to be 
tempted to either force or open your tones on the last climax, be-
cause you have already exhausted the legitimate bright colors. 
Light and Shade. - There are a number of beautiful dynamic 
effects possible on phrases as, indicated. There are also two 
especially striking effects of crescendo on single tones. The first 
of these is at the end of phrase 13. The tone should be attacked 
mj, increased to f and held and finished f The second effect is in 
the climax of the refrain, where the ffis reached on the high tone. 
This should be held for at least twice its usual length, even after 
the chord in the accompaniment is finished. The last two tones 
should also be sung ff 
The other essentials of the technical interpretation are not at 
all difficult, but you must sing the phrases exactly as indicated and 
on no account must you break them. This will require careful 
attention to breathing. If you study, practice and apply the in-
struction given on the important essentials for the interpretation 
of this splendid song, you will achieve an interpretation to be proud 
of, and which will gain favor for you either in a church program or 
in concerts. An organ accompaniment or a violin or cello obligato 
will add to its effect. The scores for these may be obtained at 
any good music store. 
The following songs may be used as companion studies: 
Sacred. , 
"The Lord is My Light," (Allitsen) 
"The Plains of Peace," (Barnard) 
"The Peace of God," (Gounod) 
" The Light of Life," (Cowen) 
"The Better Land," (Cowen) 
"The Star of Bethlehem," (Adams) 
Secular. 
"The Promise of Life, " (Cowen) 
"My Queen," (Blumenthal ) 
"Queen of the Earth," (Pinsuti) 
" Thine is My Heart," (Schubert) 
"Goodbye," (Tosti) 
"Love is Calling," (Crampton ) 
(In keys suitable for each class of voice) 
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